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A POINT ECONOMY SYSTEM FOR STUDENTS WITH SERIOUS
SOCIAL.AND ACADEMIC PROBLEMS

o

a structured program in basic subjects
featuring immediate reinforcementthrough a point
system for positive or negative behavior.

This program is recommended as1 an approach .toreducing disruptive and truant
behavior by a consortium consisting of Virginia School Divisions, Thl Virginia
Department of Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

Additional information on this program may be obtaiped from:

Mr. Herbert P. Cottrill, Jr.
Director, Evaluation-Finance
Charlottesville City,
Public Schools
1562 Dairy Road 0

Charlottesville, VA. 22903

Information on the participation the Virginia Department of Education in
theNtonsoitium may be obtained from:

0

Dr. Mary F. Lavern
Supervisor of Pilot Studies
P. O. Box 6Q '

Richmond, VA. 23216

'Information on the participation of the Appalachia Educational Lab-oratory in the
consortium may be obtained from: _

Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Thomas P. Ryan
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Rockville, MD. 20850



Execiltive Summary -,Token Economy Programi

_ Token economy Programa represent'a relatively new set of classroom manage-

ment
.

.

primedures. The typical components of a token system usually include:

(a). a. set of behaviors that: eardtokens, (b)away for. the pupils to exchange

'Ilf

their tokens for back7upreinforcersisUch as candy or special activities,
_..

(c) a procedure to award tokens for appropriate behavior, and (d) a possible

contingency where pupils-lose tokens for inappropriate or undesirable behavior.

I. -GRADE/AGE RANGE: Token economy Programs have been used effectively at
all grade levels from kindergarten through high school.

II. -SPECIFIC PROGRAM OBJECTIOES: There are many objectives whiCh teache
may want their students to achieve.. From a behavior modification point
of view, there are only three behavioral decisions one can make about
Student behavior: -(a) we are not satisfied with a behavior and want to
increase the behavior in some way, (b) we are not satisfiedyith a
behavior in some way, (c) we are satisfied with.a behavior and decide
to leave it alone. -Because behavioral procedures deal with observable
lAaviors and events, it is extremely important to describe behaviors

Lerms.that anyone can see uccurring.
°

III,STAITING (SELECTION/IN-SERVICE): Before r *ng tpken procedures teachers
should be very well versed in the ABC's on this 'behavioral approach.
Teachers who have a history of poor classreom control>usually have
difficulty in the management and enforcement of a token economy program.

IV. SELECTION OF STUDENTS (CRITERIA): The application of a token economy
system may be appropriate fo almost any type of undesirable behavior.
The basic point regarding selection of students is the selection of an
appropriate reinforcer to change behavior.

V. CURRICULUM (CONTENT, GRADING PRACTICES): Learneri expected to work
assignments from printed materials beyond their capabilities will likely
become frustrated and may exhibit disruptive behavior. Selecting
instructional materialsthat,are appropriate will likely reduce frustra-
tion and undesired behavior.- Therefore,, a basic component in this model

is individualized curriculu6 materials-i

4
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44mi-a are
many decis ons to be made such as deciding on what kind of-tokens (re-
inforcers to use, what behaviors will receive tokens, what back-up
reinforce ents will be provided, and what the token. exchange rate will
-be.

VII. FACILITIES AND. EQUIPMENT: The monetary consideration.of some token pro-
grams may place effective and easy to implement programs out of the
reach.of many teachers.' Additional expenses created' by outside observers,
special equipment, consultation time, extrinsic reinforcers, and special

r curriculum have,beenvell documented in the literature. Present trends
have been toward the deyelopment of inexpensive token systems. Therefore,
it,appears that low cost. token reinforcement programs can be managed with
little difficulty.

VIII. POTENTIAL PROBLEMS: Problems of various kinds occur, such as token
stealing.- ehildren acquiring too, many or too few tokens, public reaction
to the term "behavior modification", teachers reverting-back to threat
And punishment, insufficient feedback to participating teachers that "allow
for changes in the program, and starting "too big",

IX. INVOLVEMENT OF PARENTS, COMMUNITY, OTHERS: Different communities ana
school districts have diverse attitudes toward- various classroom manager
ment procedures. Some parentI may view the token'economy system as'
entirely appropriate for their. children. Others may feel that children
should not be "bribed." Before embarking on a large scale program
concurrence should be ibtained from school personnel, parents, and the
community at large.

X. SOURCES OF INFORMATION: (Main)'

Blackham, Garth and Silberman, Adolph, Modification of Child and Adolescent
Behavior, second edition, Wadsworth Pub. Co., Belmont, California, 1975,
pp. 320.

4?



INTRODUCTION

0 1.

I

Reiearch on token reinforceient in the classroom has resulted in the develop-

went of very effective; effiCient, and positive procedures for teaching academic'

and social

Behavioral

infinite number

but not itited

Intetactions.

reseatckhas been widely summarized in many reports and books; an

of behaviors'have been improved with these techniques, inoluding,,

to decreased,talking-out, excessive arguing, truancy, and social

To those interested-in an approach° that could be applied to a large portion

of Children With-behavicirs4 problems, a token economy program offers an economical
A

and visable treatment:a0proach.. The cost of implementation is small when com-

pared to the hours often spent-by teaCherswith.children who exhibit undesirable

/ -
.,

behavior. iFUithermora, it token econoni. programs are combined with an individualized

_L-1,--

curriculum,a -lore beneficial remedial learning environment:would exist.

0

f
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n

Token Reinforcement-Conceptual Framework f

0

1,

rA tokefl'reinforcement program involves the frequent and systematic giving

of rewards. The basic ingredients of such a program usually include the

-following: 'a set of instiuctidns to the class about the behaviors that will

be reinforced, a'means of making.a potential,reinforcelient stimulus, usually

called a token,'contingent on behavior, and a set of rules governing the exchange.

of,rokera fortbackup reinforcers such as prizes or opportunities to engage in

in special activities. 111-
e N

J. It is a basic ten t. of behavior :abdication that behavior learned in one

setting may not be carried over to another: Thus, in cases in which a child

is having difficulty in school it is desirable ta have` teachers work together

a

to improve the child's Conduct.

Iris,extremely important to know some principles of this behavioral qpdi-
V

. fication approach. These principles are as follows:

411 -Behavior is influenced by its consequences.

Like most basialdeas, this one seems simple. It means that what you
do is influenced by what follows what you do. Behavior,that is re-

'wardedtends to be repeated while behavior that is not rewarded is
not likely to be repeated. This basic principle has been expressed
under various names including Positive.feedback, reinforcement theory
Of learning, operant conditioning, behavior modification, and pre-
cision'teaching. This'approach means that you deal with a pupil's
here-ard-now actions, only those behaViorp that you can see and
objectively record. You must define a behavior in operational terms
(stetting a "behavioral objective") before you determine how often
a behlavior occurs and the consequences of that behavior.

Such data helps to provide a more scientific appr oach to deciiionmaking in teach-
,

ing. Intuition, creativity-, experience, -values, and attitude comprise the art
0 : .

of teaching. However,.like -good medical practice, good teaching is a.combination

of the science of learning and the artistry of teaching..

t, 1
Brow', Bertran, "Behavior Modification:, What It Is-and Isn't", Todays' Education',
January-February, 1976,
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Teiaher's'behavior influences,pupils' behavior.

a. Reinforciment.:°W1llingly ornot, teachers influence many of the
consequences of their pupils' behavior. They give grades4nd
stars, smile and frown, praise4td.criticite ignore and raWard.,

' By providing certain kinds Of consequences, eachers can influ-,
ence Or modify..their pupils' "behavior They can increase:the -

- occurence of desired behaviors anddeCrease he occUrence.of
thoseiithich are'not desirable, ,Youandonlylou can decide which

-,behaviors yoUtwOt to-atteMpt_to increase or decrease:, The
methodology ofibehavIOiModifidation his no inherent value. orients--
tion. Each teachercanyersonalize the approach be uses to coin-
cide with his value 'orientation and judgment with regard'to
influencing Children's behavior.

1. Positive Reinforcers. Theseelnclude.smiles, pats, winks,
verbal approval, tangible rewazds, earned points and stars,,
and the ameciation of peers. They are intended. to encour-
age productive behavior. The only way.to know if a reinforcer
is positive is to observe its effectsonthe.behavior that
follows. If it increases the strength of the desired behavior_
ii is a positive reinforcer. Keeping individual differences
in mind is important. One pupil may beam with pleasure when .

the teacher says, "I'm proud of you," while another may cringe
at the same words. In judging the effectiveness of what you
regard as a positive reinforcer, it-sis important to be
attentive to the observable hehavior of the child.

2. Punishing Consequences and NegatiVe Reinforcement may be .

used to deal with unproductive behavior...Social disapproVal,
of various kinds:is a potent, type of negative reinforcer,
but its specifiC-effects vary with the. characteristics of
ditferent groUps of children. .A problem with punishment is
that, while it may cut down on questionable behavior, it
doesn't necessarily create'produCtive results-; When punish-
ment (a scolding, criticism) is used, it can be a doUble-
edged sword because often a child's desire for attention-is
greater than his dread of punishment. Then, too, what the
teacher expects to be a punishment may prove to bea positive
reinforcer instead--for instance, the child who becomes a

\ hero tetis peers when he, is scolded.
\,

b. TiMing of'reinfOrCement.-- The more prOmpily reinforCement follows
an act, the more effective it will be.. A teacher who walks about
the classroom attending to the pupils and commenting their
work is more, effective than the one who waits to comment at the
end of the study period. ;Feedback and grades. eceived immediately
after the completion of work are more effective .than those received
a day week later.,

-11



c. Shaping. One way of stating this ptinciple is to say a big
behavior is made up of many smaller behaviors. As you set forth
to change a child's academic or social responses, you must
recognize behaviors that are first approximations in ele diret-'

f4, tion of the target behavior you are after. When a child doesn't
make a:desirable response that can be reinforced,"approximations
to the behavior can be reinforced indtead. For example, a child
who disrupts the class by singing loudly can be-positively
reinforced for humming softly. This may seem somewhat "unfair"
because even soft humming when the class is engaged in other tasks.,
is not conducive to a productive, classroom atmosphere. Yet, a
gradual shaping process characterizes most of human development.

r Skillful and patient shaping can ultimately prove to be highly
effective.

d. Satiation. Continued reinforcement of the same kind may.lose
its effectiveness. In that case, it's time to try to another
approach. For example, you can change the stimulus materials
(a different book) or the reinforcer (stars instead of free
time). But you should change only one thing at a time or you
won't know what is bringing about improvement.

e. Schedules of reinforcement, Once behavior has been established
it is more effective to give the reinforcer only some-of the
time rather than every time. If the child never knows whether
the reinforcement is coming, he won't be disappointed on the
one hand or bored on,ithe other. The time tq shift toep.irtial
reinforcement is before the reinforcer has lost its power. .An
advantage of intermittent reinforcement is that the child tends
to sustain his appropriate responses while the frequency of "pay
off" is being reduced. By using intermittent reinforcement
skillfully, you can avoid the pitfalls of the child's deciding
the game is/over and/or his resenting dependency on an arbitrary
giver or withholder. In addition to a 1.00 percent schedule,

1

there are many types.of reinforcement programs.. Reinforcements
might be given 25, 50, or 75 percent of the time. They might
occur after a certain number of correct responses or after a.
particular time period (for example, after 10 minutes of non-
trouble-making). When a positive reinforcer is withdrawn, the
frequency or magnitude of the reinforced response usually shows
a decrement.

f. Extinction. In some cases, simply ignoring unproductive behavior
is effective in extinguishing it. That is, nonreinforcement
of a given behavior tends to lead to its extinction.

,e,



Developing A Token Economy Program

The use of taken reinforcement programs has become widesprea4 and their

mmesa has been repeatedly ditionetrated. Programs have not only been

_

tecessful with normal children bur with emotionally.disturbedc retarded,

,freractive,'autistic, and delinquentnhildren as well.

When Organizing -a token economy,(reinforcement) system it is recommended

at the following five steps be a starting point:

- Establish reasonable and ethical goals which fit your personal value
%orientation and which are cleirly defensible ethically.,

-- Make-specific, clear, and fair rules for the student(s) with real
, _consideration for the "input" of the pupil(s).

Observe and record behavior.

Increase productive behavior.

DeCrease unproductive behavior.

tablishing'Reasonable and Ethical-Goals

You and only you can decide what is reasonable and ethical when you set

unational goals for your students. Before inaugurating any kind of program

r the children you teach, ask'yourself:

What kind of behaviovinterfetes with the learning. process in the
class, and what is annoying to you,'bui harmless to the learner(s)?

How much freedom can be permitted without interfering with the rights
of other students?

. ,

'How can you define your standards in language that the Children will
understand?

-- Are your standardi.really for the benefit of your students or for
your comfort?



Are thinking of helping the disruptive student(s) learn better or
just decreasing the disruptive behavior?

Before you decide to use punishment, have you exhausted the positive
possibilities?

evidence do you have thatyour methods work?

uHave you discussed your goals for the student(s) with the student(s)?

Have you discussed your goals for the student(s) with the parents?

One advantage to the token reinforcer approach is that it encourages one

to set.specifiz behavioral objectives and to insure that decisions are based

on data objectively collected. The more you involve the student(s) and parents

in the plans, the more effective the plans are likely to be. The most effective

results occur when everybody-gets into-the act, when the rules are clear to all

and the teacher is consistent in the procedures.

Making Class Rules, A

Often a student(s) can participate fully in making his own rules for con-
,

duct and the reinforcers that apply to it Some teachers feel that this

approach does not fit their V511e, while others consider ita productive
.,

technique., Here are a feW guidelines to follow:
-

Keep theTruleS short and,todthevoint, -("at your desk when the bell
rings.")

Five or'six rulei are ehOugh. Startout'with one or two and add.
othersater.- Modify the rules gradually from simple to complex
(ahaping)

Try to phrasethe rules positivdly ("Sit quietly while working: rather
thad,"Don't talk while-working.")

-- Review the rules with the student(s)' at times other than when soieOne
has misbehaved.- Call attention toposition examples orobserving.thel

Teit..014,10.;_YLef the_tules by havinva student_explain them to.
another..4



Observing and Recording Behavior.

Once you have identified the specific behaviors you want to change keep

an objective record of the student's behavior. This way you are able to gauge

the effectiveness of the approach.

There are several ways of recording specific behavior. Typically: the

teacher keeps his/her own record. If a colleague is available heishe.can keep

a record of behavior. A piece of masking tape on a student's desk is a con-

venient way to make a record. Each time you initiate contact with the student

at his/her seat you cammark.it-on-the:tape.

No matter what_method is used, you need to record regularly, perhaps in

15-25 min. intervals. It will be difficult to tell what effect your behavior

IS having if you don't have a record that describes the frequency of the

behavior you wish to modify.

Increasing Productive Behavior

It is extremely important to .catch,, the students) being productiVe.

out productive behavior to the tlass.by praising the children who are paying

attention. ("That's right, John, - you're doing a good'job") One caution:.

1
. .

unless daftly used -, public praise can .be embaikassingrather then .reinforcing

for some children., It is also important that attention and praiie be gilien

at the very first signs of productive behavior.

-The adVantages of a token economy system is that tokens help tailor the

reinforcers to each youngster.' This may not be easy - -it will require con-

siderable intenuity'on the part of the feacher,to know what is rewarding for

all..students. Observing what the youngsters do when they freely choose can

give the teacher ideas for positive reinforcers. Tokens allow. the student(s)--7-

to pick and' choose IroM a yarleiyof different rewards:, If tangible reinforcers

are accompanied by praise, the praise may in time becoMe-a reinforcer:

r.



Decreasing Unproductive Behavior

This may-be very difficult to do at first. Nonproductive acts are often

attention-getters. Ignoring disruptive. behavior often can be very effective

in extinguishing it. Any behavior which-does-not threaten the safety of

Mothers can usually be ignored:

When the behavior cannot be ignored it may be necessary to place the

child in isolation or removal from the class. Isolation is often effective

when applied swiftly and for a short period of time.

A general caution for teachers is don't try to do too much.

When teachers engage in a token economy program, they generally have/to

put in extra time and effort. It is important for them to receive reinforce-

/

ment for their efforts as it for thechildren to receive theirs.

An act of support by-administrators or supervisors., by stopping by the

classroom may be.sOfficient.

An example of the success p;: A token 'reinforcement program' is. that at the

Rainier Elementary School in Buckley, Washington.

The'purpose of the ptogram was to extinguish inappropriate and incorrect

behavior in 37 pupils who were-severely retarded. The reinforcers used. were

M&M's and verbal and nonverbal approval. Laterpoker chipi were used in lieu

of MOPS. The children Could exchange their earned chips foi balloons, whistles,-

candy bars,,etc.

At. theend Of--.the year, with lour exceptions the 37 pupili-hung up their .

coats upon enteriwthetOdm, took their seats guietly.and waited for.their

assignments with only an occasional reminder. Elcven'children had advanced to

the point'Of Werking:alOnafOn,prOgramted material that took 10 to 30 minutes to

complete. Of these 37, 14 had never attended school before, 3 had been diopped
.

earlier f6r incorrigibility, and four are still considered "severe behavior
. -



Most research in the field of behavior modification has been with normal

elementary school children. It has been shown that as children mature,

attitudes toward school change. Adult social approvals diminish in importance

and peer-approval increases_in_importance.:.,

One reason that the secondary school has been ignored by researchers is

difficulty encountered in finding reinforcers, other than social, which the

teacher controls. Many high-interest activities, such as smoking, drinking,

car-driving, etc., are not within the purview of the classroom teacher.

Secondly, the Short period of time a teacher spends with a student at

-the secondary level limits_the-effectiveness for a token system.-

_-Finally47secondary_administrators have a reputation for resistance to

experimentation.'

7nesecondary7OiCtureis:not hopeless;_- while the reinforcers may be

.'different, the .principles still apply. While high-school teachers do not hold .

many reinforcers that are important to adolescents, parentt do. The Anne Arundel

Learning Center in Maryland utilizes contractsin.which parents agree to pro-

vide the student with.a specified reinforcer contingent on specific behAyiors

in school._ Some of.the homebised reinforCers used are money, drivingthe-I

family car, parent-signature on:work permitt, opportunities to work-parttime,

days off froM school and even a'.1.racati!on trip to the beach.

In ConclusiOn, the:use of reinforcers proves to be a remarkable and

powerful tool in changing behavior, and there is increasing evidence that the
z

principles are equally effective at all grade levels;

:

The biggest issue in the use-of a token reinforcement syttem is not that

of changing behavior. but the- question of what,to change and when to use'it.
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ALTERNATIVE TO SUSPENSION: IN-SCHOOL TUTORING

an in-school suspension piogram for junior-nor senior
high school age students,' featuring special - contract tutors;
supervising lesson assignments made by regular classroom
teachers.

This program is recommended as an approach to reducing disruptive and-truant
behavior'by a consortium consisting of VirOnia School Divisions, the
Virginia Department of Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

//

Additional information on this program may be obtained from

M. Lionard j, Rogen3
Director of Instruction
Chesterfield. County
Public Schools
Chesterfield,,VA. 23832.

'-

InfOrmation on the participation of the. Virginia' Department of Education in,
the Consortium may be obtained from:

Dr. Mary F. Lovern
St-oervisor of Pilot Studies
P. O. Box 6Q
Richmond, VA. 23218

Information on the participationof the Appalachia Educational Laboratory in
the Consortium may be olitained'from:

Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Thomas P. Ryan
5 Nelson Street.
Rockville, MD. 20850



"ASSIST"--Alternative to
Suspension -In- School Tutoring

-(Pilot Tested in Chesterfield County Public Schools)

,

This is an in-school suspension. program designed to (1) decrease the

number of out -ofschool suspension days without significantly increasing the

number of days outside the regular classroom; (2) improve.success in regular

classroom courses;:and (3)"improve-student attitude,

Two of the four junior high:schools with the highest proportions (days

per 1,000 students). of. absences resulting from suspensions during the 1976-77

school year serve as the exPerimental_group,_The other two schools serveas

the control group. In the experimental schools, the principal has two alter-
.

nativeS for suspension: to suiperid-Sttidents-from school or tp Suspend-students
"1 A ,

to a,tutOr is .the school, 'In the 'control:group, the prinapal-isable only
.

.

',,to susptnd students from schoOl.
, , .

.
.

.
. .

.

4

- .

,Collegg.graduates
,
from liberal arts programs 'are

.,.-

1

employed and aseigned-

to teaching stations within the:'experimental schOols. When a-itudent is sns-
? .

pended to the tutor,,the.principal ensures that the stud'ent's regular teachers

proVide the tutor with lesson plans and course assignments for the period of

time for whiehthe'student has been suspended. At the end of each-school day,

the'regular-tesChers are provided with a form shOWing the student's progress

4rld'beliavior during that-da.

The. pretest using Tennessee Self-:Concept Scale is administered, mmediately

.

to each,stu nt the first time he or she enters the experimental. program.. A,
.

posttest using t same.:sCale is administered in May to all Students who have

participated-in the eXp rimental program. A posttest only is administered. in

May to the control group.



The first objective is assessed by counting the numbers of in-school and

out-of-school suspensions (and suspension days) compared with the-previous

year for the participating schools.

The second objective is measured primarily through the Self-Concept Scale

(pre -post) mentioned earlier. -

The third objective is primarily measured through a comparison of the

success in regular classroom courses of experimental and contra students and

through a. comparison of the past success in regular classroom courses of the

experimental group.

The operating program has=the following chracteristics:,,

1. , Stu4ents areassigned.tp.,this program in lieu of suspension from
'--------school.This-optioa-is=exercised-by- therthe-echooasSistant principal_

. who will determine a.minimuarnumbet of days a student will serve.
Exceptionsto4n-school suspension: (a): drug.or-slcohol.:/iolations,

and,(b) explosives. -

P
. ,

2. The., length of time for which a studentja assigned may be_less than .

three days, three days, or five days. 'If a'student'fails to satis-,
factarily perform during any assigned day, anadditiOnal day will be..
added. Alternative of suspension-from school lay be opted-by parents
or the school assistant principal.

.

3. Students who disrupt the-in-schOO1 suspension program may then be
\\-

\
\

suspended from school in accordance with their status when assigned,
\ . or after review. of other factors.

,
,

,,

4. Class size should be kept io amaximum'of 10 studentS.,
,

,

.
, .

,

5. Acidemic'responsihilities--lesson assign:Seats are to be-made.hy ,

2,appropriate classroom teachers and assigned. to students who are
to work under the direction of the tutor/monitor. Credit, will be

given forwprk sitisfaitOrily.completed. :

. ' PeisonnelAualificitiOni-persons hiredfor this program shall be
unders*Pecialcontratt.,: No spacific,:subject endotselents are

'AieteisarY'but ideallyjiha:petsOn will have,asgeneral background ...
. ,,

to-enabl%him/herto help students with a variety pf academic
, .

__disciplin a , ..- °

The .tutor /monitor is employed for the full teachet_Contract



8. Other duties, such as being used as a substitute teacher, may be
assigned by the assistant principal should no students be assigned
or present on certain days.

9. Emphasis should be stressed on the suspension option. of this
program, rather than to look upon the .option as "crisis inter-
vention."

The operating procedures are listed as follows:

1. Students will.be assigned to the program only by the principal
or assistant principal.

2. The length of ,the assignment will be left open and will depend
on the progress of the student while in the piogram.

3. :While in the program, students will work on appropriate class
assignments'submitted by the teacher for the students who are
Assigned and other workatsigned by the ASSIST tutor.

4. Students wi/1 understand thatthe work,is to be done before their
return -to regular classes.'

CountelOri will go to the ASsIST'Prograt when one of theirl
counselees is assigned there and make arrangements for counsel-
ing sessiontiafter'the.suspention period.

6. Students will use.the restrooms and water fountains in small
groups under direct supeiiiision of the tutor' at'tiMetOther

cr

than. regular claSses. .

.'
:3 . ,

_7. Students assigned to'ASsIST will not 6e alloWed to sit. around
b and do nothing. This leads to additional disruption.
t

8' Students will be assigned to ASsIST on'tn all-day basis.

Students assigned to ASsIST will cOntinue to bs isolatedfrom
the rest'-of the school. Assignments to. ASsIST is for punitive
and corrective' purposes...

/
' I'

0

i Lists of operating rulei and regulations for studentt. , as well as the

- :

thte/e types of reporting forms used in program operation, areavailableto

potential adopters of this alternative. PrilimiOarTevaluation data, from the.
1,

first semester of operations (1977 -78) are provided on'the f011owing pages.,
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ASSIST

StPIECL1810.

(January 1 to May 1)

Out -of -SChool

Number.of

1976-77

Students -

1917-78

Days Suspended

1976 -77. 1977-78
7,-

School. A 3. 8 66 14

School B 39 60 221 206-,

School C 52 4 233 11

TOTALS 126 72 520 231

1n:4cb o1

Nuqber of Students

'1977-78'.

°

Days^Suspended

1976-77 1977-7S

, , .

School A 0 '''123 ,co:. .166

% , .. ...

/y. -School B , ., .0 03'' , 0 . 314.

SChoOl C . 0 45- . 0 , 158.,., 4

TOTALS -- - 231 ° 0 638,.
,..,

.



Do the students' regular teachers,proVide you with lesson plans and course

assignmenti? Please estimate the.pereentage Of, teachers who do this.
o

School A Yes
School B Yes
School C Yes

School A 100%
School B 95%

School C 75%

2. Do the students' regular teachers consult with you daily? If some of the

student' regular teachers' consult with you, estimate the percentage who

do so on a daily basis

School A Yes
School B
Soho& C

School,A- AO%
School.:B
Sch6O1 C 5%

,

What percentage of the.etudente, regular teachers have observed the in-

school sudpension'piogiamlor more than 15' minutes during a day?

School'A All department heads.
School B. 0%
School .0 0 %.

,

4: Has the vsycholdgist.assigned to your .school consultedrwith you? How many

times? "-

.4.

School A 'Yes

School B ' Yes"

School No

School A 10
School B :1

SChool C 0

Before beginning the program, did You spend any time with the head guidance

counselor and the department ohairpersons? If that was possible,,how much

time did you spend with them?

SchOol'A Yes
School B Yes.

Schocil,C Yes

.School A
School )3

.Sthool C'

,

,Long'enopgh.togiVe a basic explanation of the program
Twenty minutes with the guidance counselors
One class period observing in each dipartment-7-0ne' 1:

brief (five minutes) conversatiowwith each chairperson.



INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM-TAUGHT EARTH SCIENCE, ENGLISH,
ANW WORLD GEOGRAPHY FOR LOW ACHIEVERS

41, ,,

a 4-teacher team-taught English, EarthScienca,
and World Geography course for low - achieving 9th grade
itudents-focusing on improved attendance and. attitundinal
change.

This program is recommended as an approach to reducing disruptive and truant
behavior by a consortium consisting of Virginia School Divisions,.the
Virginia Department. of Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

\ Additional information on this program may be obtained from:

. Dr.,Eupice A. Powell or,
Mr. Joseph Myers
Harrisonburg High School
300 W. Grace St.,
Harrisonburg, VA. 122801

.

Information qn the participation of the Virginia Department of Education in
the Consortium may be obtained from: -

Dr.jlary F. Lovern
',Supervisor of. Pilot Studies

P. O. Box 6Q
r',Richmond,' VA. 2321'6

a,

w

Information on the participation, of the APpalaChia Educational Laboratory in
the Consortium .may be obtained from:

%Appalachia Educitional Laboratory
Thomai 12141 Ryan

5 Nelson Street
Rockville, MD. 20850



The 'Effect of Participation in.an 'Interdisciplinary,
'Wain-Taught Course (Earthand Man)-on Attitudes and Academic

', Achievements of Low- Achieving Ninth-Grade Students
(Pilot Tested in Harrisonburg City Public Schools)

This progr4m was designed to determine if ninth -grade students Partici-

414gin,an-Anterdispiplinary, team-taught Earth Sdience, English, and

:14GeographYdOUrse will demonstrate significantly_greater-improvement-in----
_ .

:13mke-4nd_ciontentarea tiowledge and skills than ninth-grade students

tic
V

ting4n separate Earth Science, English, and World Geography classes.

The pilot program had the following knowledge outcome objectives:

Todeterminethe effect of participating. in an-interdisciplinaryi.
teemtaughtcOurie.in4ttitudes-toward self, peer group, school,
4nd,sOciety4a measured by the California-Test of. Personality,
ichoOlAitiendande,.:drop-out rate, course selection, and Esteg-

To determine the,effect of participating in an interdisciplinary,
teia-taught course on (1) skills and concepts in SCielaCe,as indc-
cated,t, Dubins Earth Science Test, (2) skills .and concepts.ip
Wad-Geography-as indicated by the Geography:Achievement Test
for Beginning High School Students, (3) skills and concepts in
English as indicated by the` Cooperative English Test, and (4)
Skills and concepts in Reading as measured by the Stanford Diag-

,

nostic Reading Teit.

:"These object ves relate to the following hypotiltses:

Students participatin1 in the Earth and Man interdisciplinary
.course will demonstrate significantly greater positive attitude
change toward themselves, their peer group, school,cand society
as measured by the, CalifoiniaTest ot Personality and The Detroit
AdJustmeni Inventory than thoseostudenta participating in separatel
Earth SCience, English, and World Geography classes.

Students participating in the Earth and Man interdisciplinary
course willdeSionstrate Significantly better attendance than
thoseparticiplting in separate Earth Science,. Englishi and
World Geography classes.



o. Students participating' in the Earth ansiManinterdisciplinary
course will show significantlylowerschool-drop-out rate than
students partiCipating in separate Earth Seiende, English,-and
World Geography classes.

o Students partiCipating in the Earth:And Man Interdisciplinary
course will demonstrate significantly greater positivechange.
in attitudc'toWird Science, Social Studies, English, and Reading
than students participating in separate Earth Science, English,
and World Geography classes as treasured by the Estes Attitude
Scales.

o Student ParticiOatingin the Earth and Man interdisciplinary
course'will demonstrate significantly greater improVement on
the Dubins Earth Science Test, the Cooperative English Test,
the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test, and will'select Science
ceursesas electives significantly more often than students
participating in.separate Earth Science, English, and World
Geography classes.

o There will be'ne significant difference between the simple gain
,Scores of boys:and girls. .

The subjects of the pilot' study were 35 ninth -grade students at Harrison-
%

1

rte.

burg High School enrolled in the interdisciplinary course Earth and Man and

. .

25 ninth-grade students enrolled in separate Earth Science, English, and

c:. 4

World Geography classei. The students in theexperimentil group were homo-
.

nerous* grouped and hAd been identified as low-achievers with poor attendance

and negative attitudes toward themselves, othets and school. The students

e in the control group were not homogeneously grouped in their three classes.

The students in thr interdisciplinary course constituted thi'experimental

group, and the students in separate classes constituted the control group.

The treatment was participation in the interdisciplinary, team-taught

Earth.ind MancOurse,oMbining Earth Science English,. World Geography, and

Reading content and skills. The control group participated in separate Earth

Science, English and World Geography classes it which only one teacher taught

each class.:



Three types of measure; were used. Simple gain scores were used to

measure changes in attitudes, content knowledge, and content skills; percent-

eges,were used to measure drop-out rate and science course selection. Total

-days of-school attendance were tabulated..

The subjects were given a series ofimetests in October to measure

their attitudes, content.knowledge and skills. The tests given were the

Dubins Earth .Science Test, the Cooperative English Test, the Stanford

Diagnostic-Reading-Teat, the .California Personality Test, and the Estes

Attitude Scalea;. The.Testing Superiisor of the Harrisonburg 'City Public

-

Schools gave all'of-the tests except the Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

to the controlgroup. To substantiate the similarity between the groups; a

t test was used to indicate the sameness of pretest scores on all tests given

to both groups.

At the end of the school yeak in May, posttests were administered to
,..

.

both groups in order to calculate the simple gain scores. Total daily

attendance was talliedor all students,'the percentage of students dropping

out of school was calculated for each group, and the percentage of students

electing a science course was determined.

o The data was analyzed in the computer facility at Madison College. A.

number of t tests were applied to pretest and posttest scores of the control'

'and experimental groups to substantiate likeness of groups. A number of tests

was also applied to the simple gain scores comparing the growth of the experi-

mental group with the growth Of the control group:

The results of participating in an interdisciplinary team-taught course

have been encouraging.
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Statistical data have shown some improvement in the experimental group:;'

especially' in the area of attitude. ,In individual growth many students-showed
.

a smrprising increase; by changing three grade level0 percentiles, or

three staninei. 'This is indiCative of a change in attitude toward test-taking

and achievement in,general.

The Earth and Man course provided an environMent in which the student

could achieve success. Students' self .images have improVed dramatically.
. -

One indicatoi is the school-wide 4ecrease in discipline referrals within--

this group. Another lest measurable indicator has been a similar decrease

in overt hostility expressed toward each other and school personnel. Further,

they showed an-increased willingndss to work with individuals and groups,

greater participation in 'oral presentations, and cooperation in planning and

implementing an individual study

During the first six weeks of school, the team was reluctant to under-

take field trips of any distance or duration. "By the final six weeks, the'

team, influenced by the positive changes,in the students attitudes, had no

reluctance to take them anywhere.

Detailed statistical data on each of the hypotheses tested are available

for examination by potential adopters of the program.



program is recommended as an approach to reducing disruptiVe and truant

vior by a consortium. consisting of Virginia School Divislohs, the

inia Department of Educatim!, apd The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

tional information on this program may be obtained from:

Dr.lahillipMeekins
Director of Diagnostic and

COunseling Services
Virginia Beach City
Pudic - Schools

Box 6038
Virginia Beach, VA4, 23456

nation on the participation of the Virginia Department of Education in

Consortium may be obtained from:
1_

Dr. Mary F. Lovern
Supervisor of Pilot Studies
P. 0. Box 6Q

4v
Richoond, VA. 23216

.;

rmation or. the_ participation of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory in

Consortium may be obtained from:

Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Thomas P. Ryan .

5 Nelson -Street
Rockville, MD. 20850

AN ALTERNATIVE EDIMATIbN-PROGRAM-----



r.

An Zn-School.Suspension Program, '

(Pilot Tested at Virginia Beach City 'Public Schools)

Ain in-school 'suspension program gives schdOl'persOnnel the opportunity'

to work with suspended'students in a separate environment from
the regular

,claisroom, where individual problems can receive more' attention, with the

focus on behavior modification. Problems of poor self-Concept, the need for

more intensive individualized instruction, and emotionasocial, and environ-

mental difficulties can be administered to.

During the 1975-76 school year, a pilot program of in-school suspension,

funded in part by a pilot studies grant from the Division of Educational

.Research and Statistics, Virginia State_ Department of Education, was begun

in the' irginia Beach Public BchoOls'at one high school and one junior high

school. .The problem was to determine whether the in-school suspension pro-

gram would be more effective than the. traditional suspension system in chant-

ing student behavior,' resulting in red;Icing the number,of suspensions. Of

even greater interest than the reduction in-total suspensions was the reduc-
,

tion 'in multiple-suspensions, following initial experience in the in-school

suspension program.

During the first year of the study, the purpose was to test the effec-.

tiveness of an in-school suspension plan as an alternative to out-of-school
1

suspensions traditiOnally used in pUblic schools. Suspended studenti con-

,

tinued to attend school but in a .difierent capacity. These students were

placed in a resource room for supetvised educational activities. 'Procedures

. were-established for a-student's refeiral
to.the resource room and return to



regular class. ,,Social. activities, value alarification, English,,and mathematics

were Stressed. In this separate environment individual problems received

attentiOnowith the focus on behavior modification. Problems such as poor,

self- concept; the need for more intensive individualized instruction; and

emotional, social, or environmental problems which evoke improper behavior
1

were identified and more effectively managed in a separate, in-school setting.

Additional study was conducted during ihe1976-77_ school year to evaluate

the program's 'impact on students' attitude, achievement, and social adjustment,

as will as to verify the first year's results.- Three additional schools were

added to the program.

The intent of the second phase of this study was to:' (1) validate the

first-year results by using single and multi-group time series designs;

(2) evaluate the effects of the. program on student attitude and achievement

by using a comparison group design; (3) assess the impact of the prOgrvm on

attitude, achievement, social adjustment, and career plans by the use of a

longitudinal student profile; and (4) establish a set of criteria against

which potential suspension room coordinators can be screened.

The experimental group for this study was the 1976-77 student bodies of

one high school and one junior high school. The control group was the 1974-75

student bodies of the same two schools. The selection of the schools was

based on general overall representativeness as compared to their counterparts

in the. Virginia Bead School'aystem in terms of student body size, socio-

economic status, sex and race distribution, and average number of suspensions

0

per school year.

tr

3r-)
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Indication of success in the-effort to reduce suspensions, and parti-

.

'cularly multiple suspensions, occurred during the first year of the pilot

program. The number of students suspended four or more times was reduced by

94 percent at one school and by 77 percent at the other school compared with

the preceding year. Multiple suspensions .continued at reduced rates during

the second year of the study in the two original experimental schools and at

three-schools added to the program.

Attitudes of parents, teachers, and the community are very favorable.

to the program. Parents viewed the program as a positive approach by. teachers

and school administrators to working with their children by providing firm

control and making the suspension period a learning experi,nceratherthvo.

a wasted time of unsuperviied/freedom. Teachers expressed appreciation for

administrative support in discipline problems and for their involvement in

corrective measures taken. Conversely, most students disliked the experience,

and recommended to others that it be avoided.

.
No increase in student achievement was found. A slight decrease in

grade point average was observed among a random serge of students suspended

two' or more times in both experimental and control schools during the second

semester of the year. Student attitude toward school and learning wi found

to have improved at the experimental junior high school, while it decliA.s.:.

at the control junior high school. At the senior high' school level, there

was, a decline in attitude toward school and learning at both the 'experimental

and control schools, with a.smaller drop at the experimental school.

Detailed statistical informition is available from the 1975-76 and

_

1976-77 ichool years. Forms and procedures for program
,

.

ars also-ivailable to potential adopters.

34
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A COMMUNITY. ADVISOR ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION MODEL

a-middle-School tutorial program which uses adult
advisors hired from the community, featuring.a low student/
advisor ratio and of individual plan for each student.

. .

This program is recommended. as, an approach to reducing disruptive and..truant
behavior by.a:consortium consisting of Virginia. School Divisions, thqirginia
Department of. Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

; Additional information on this program may be obtained from:

Dr. Fred D. Gillispie
Coordinator, Data Manage-
meni and Federal Programs
Lynchburg City'Public Schools
P. 6.' Box 1599
Lynchburg, VA. 24505

Information ou the participation of ihe Virginia Department of Education
in the consortium, may be obtained from:

Di. Mary F. Lovern
Supervisor of Pilot Studies
P. 0._Box 6Q
Richmond, VA:I 23216

Information on the participation of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory
In the consortium may be obtained from:

Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Thomas P. Ryan
5 Nelson Street
Rockville, MD. 20850



. 'A Community Advisor
'Alternative Education Program

(Pilot Tested; in Lynchburg City Public Schools)

This program was designed for students-between the ages ofJ3 and 16

with average or below average ability who had little Or no interest in

traditional schooling and whose achievement was unsatisfactory with respect

to their preparation for a job or further traditional education.

It was-hypotheSizedthat a dramatically different program of motivation

and training from traditional classroom experiences:would make a sighificant,

positive difference in the attitudes and achievement of these youth.

.
The alternative, xperiences in this program provided these youth with

the empathy, close supervision, tutorial assistance and exposhre to varied

learning.opporiunities_that educators and adolescent and child psychologists

report-in the literature as major needs of' youth "turned off" by traditional.

achool:experiences.

One adult advisor was employed for five/six students selected for:the

alternative progyam An experienCed school administrator was responsible

for coordinatinttheir work: Students in:the program ranged in age from .

13 thrOugh :Adyisore(proavessed'a minimum of a high school education
o

gehuinoloyeand COnernlor you, and a_gOod:knowledge of the community

and public:schools. In:addition,

working 'with students,'the advisbre par

study to become more .familiar

adolascoft behavior..

bad use oi,an automobile. Prior to

cipated in two sessions of Intensive

with CoMmuni and school:reiourCes and, with

The adiliaOii-,the (itch school staff

.

industry; and4gendies.in the.communit

student assigned to'them. a program. of instruction leadi

business.,

piah-for each,

to job awareness

-



or readiness for//additional training. An individualized program was developed
,

/ -1
for eaChstudent in the program.

In addition to promotinvand,arranging for the career education of

students assigned to them, the advisorstutored their students in the school

subjects. theY/werestudying. For most studets.the subjects included minimum

basic bommunication and computational skills necessary for survival as an

adult.

Students were selected' through the following steps:

1.,
4

Criteria ofeligibility.were determined by the,.Project Coordinator
and. Middle School Principals, Assistant Principals and Guidance
Coordinators.

2. These criteria were distributed and explained to the middle
school teachers, counselors and adminiatiators.

3. A list of candidates for the alternative program was submitted
to.the project director' by.the.persons identified above.

4. Student records were examined and referrals for additional
diagnostic work made by-appropriate personnel.

5. Students were recommended for placement in the program -by the
Guidance Department of each project school.

6. Students recommended for placement and their parents were con-

. sulted and parental approval for placement obtained.

Staff were selected as follows:

. '1.. AProject Coordinator was selected by the Superintendent of ..

Schools: )

2. Deecription of the program and job specification for staff .(advisors)
was distributed by the Division's Personnel Office through school
and community media. .

/
/

.3. All candidates were intervieed by:,-a Division personnel officer
and the Project Coordinator.



There. was a five -step staff development process:

1. The Project CoordfnatorAarranged and conducted two training
sessions for the project advisors. One of these sessions was
devotedto gaining familiarity: with community resources. The
other was.devoied ro learning about resources of schools.

.

2. All advisors attended a seminar conduCted by the Division's
psychological and guldance personnel devoted to the characteristics
of adolepzent youth.

3. Bi-weekly during the project year, a coordination meeting was
-.conducted by the Project Coordinator for all advisors..

4. Once each quarter during the first project year, a meeting of
the Alternative Education Advisory. Committee was scheduled by
the Project. Directorf" The purpOse of these meetings was to ;
recommend program revision's based op exparienceAto that time.

S. An orientation. session for all middle schoql staffs taatquaint
them with.the program was conducted during September, to assist
them in making recoMmendations of additional students for the
program and to gain their support for the pr-gram.

,

The Instructaonal Program had these eight characterist

1. Within one week after a student enrolled in this project, an
individualized alternative program was developed by. his-advisor
and teachers from his home.school and guidante counselor. The .

major portion pi each student's individualized program was drawn
from the area of cqpsumer education,, job awareness, communica-
ion, computation,:and civic, education.

2. ,Objectives and accompanying activities were selected by the
project Coordinator with Assistane from the,adviSors, selected
tgadheraandappropriate xepresefitatives from the business and
,,.,

areas'of ConsuMer Education, Civic
-Education, and'Carier Awareness.

3. The Division's eleMentary and secondary essential math objec-
tives cOnstituted,the core of the computation component of the
curricUluM.

4. The Division'sessential English program and apptopriate'reading
materials selected; Individual. student need's provided the
communication experiencesin the curriculum.



5. Each of the advisors was assigned six studeUts.

e.:\ The amount of instructionalptime each advisor, devoted to the
six students varied from three to four hours daily.

7. ,Instruction by the advisors in all instructional areas listed
in .the "CUrriculum" s#ction above took place.itlocations through-.
out the city where it was possible for each 4vidor to arrange
'a'learning experience with the most "reai-iife" characteristics
of that particular learning,aitivityI

8. eemi,,Weekly conferences were held, of the advisor, regular
teachers, and;Others working with each student to plan and
coordinate their instructional activities.

Outcome data was collected in the following ways:

1.

.1 I

Within two weeks of he time a student enrolled in the program,
Wide Range Achievement Tests and local tests in communication
and computation and Virginia Affective Questiannaire and
Impact Inventory" Attitudinal Surveys are administered as pretest
instruments. Near the end of the year; posttest instruments in

-these 'same areas are administered. 3 a

2. Anecdotal records were made for each student throUghout his
period of study in the program by his,advisor.

k

3. Each advisor completed, every nine weeks, a form describing
each students' progress in the-following areas:

reading and writing achievement
-o computational achievement .

o . consumer, awareness .

o .Citizenship
o knowledge of(job opportunities, in the community.

..o appreciation of aesthetic' qualities of the community
o, saleapleskills- .

O, attitude toward self and others
o -parental !and employer views of student attitudes.

These were reviewed by the Project Coordinator, advisors, and
counselors.

The pilot' test data indicated Considerable success While test data

averages indicated growth, individual instances-provided evidence that

participation in the Alternative'Program lor.many project students resulted

in greater growth than refleCted by the average scores.



,

Ihe average Wide Range Achievement Test score on the pretest the first

year in reading was 5.1.' Scores ranged from 2.6 to 8.9. On the reading

0

posttest, the average score was 5.4. The scores ranged from 2.2 to 10.5.

One student's scores' indicated a gioWth of 5 years,-one, 3 years; and

.3 students improved by 2 years.

'On the WRAT spelling pretest, scores ranged from 1.6 to 6.8, with an
6

average score of 4.0. Posttest scores ranged from 2.6 to 7.8. The average

1.1

posttest score was 4.7. Two students showed "3 years growth, one scored

2 years growth, and fourteen:had 1 to 2 yearlgrciwth.

The arithmetic section of the WRAT pretests averaged 3.8, -with scores

ranging ,from 2'.3 to 6.8. On the posttest, the' average was 5.2; the range

2.3 to 7.7. Three students' growth was 3 years; three had 2'years growth'

.

anUfive students had .1 -2 year's groWth.
- .

As in ths.first ProjeCt year,.individual. scores the second year of the.

project provided evidence in instances of growth greater than that,reflected

by the average scores.

The average Wide "Range-- Achievement Test score on the pre-test in

reading the second' year was 3.9. Scores ranged from 1.8 to 6.9. On the

reading post-test, ,the average' score was 5:0. The scores ranged from--2.6

to 9.1. One student's scores indicated a growth of 2 years; ,one, 1.7 years.

On the WRAT spelling pre-test, scores ranged from 1.2 to 5.5,- with an

average score of 3.3. Post-test scores ranged from 2.6 to 5.8. The average

\

post-test-score wag 3.7.

had.1 too 2 years growth.

One student showed-2.5 years growth and several



The atithmeti4 section of the WRAT pre-tests averaged 3.9, with scores

ranging from 2.3 to 5.3. On the post -test, the average was 4.9; the range

2.3 to 7.1. One student's growth was 2.5 years; three had almost 2 years

groieth.

-Eyeh,theiugti.growth was reflected, project staff feel actual progress

,Wee'greaterthanthesetScore indiate,.but point out that students had

completed testing in their regular classeS just prior to final evalua-

tion' ancVexpresied:a feeling of Aislike:afict4iredness of so. much testing..

t should be furthernoted,thar. results of a survey,of project-Students'

teachers froth ihise students regular:classes indicated that 72 perceni,of.t..,.

the'reacherslelt that.ParticIpatian in theproject.the first year had been

of help-te.these student6,.With Wpercent saying it had` been of much help.

The second. year 67% felt the program had helped. ,

Similar-results were obtained the first jeer from,the pre and posttests.
.

of local'computational and communication Several individuil students'

,groWth-,reflected a, greater change than the combined average scores indicate.

On the pretest of math computational skills, students ranged from 0 to

24 mastered of the 28 identified skills; The average was 9 skills (32 percent)

On the math posttest, project students ranged from 3 to 27 mastered, the

average increasing to 15 (54 percent). One student registered a 79 percent

-increase' in' the percentage of math skills mastered; another'hada 65.percent

increase. Five others increased between 36 and 49 percent and nine others.-

increased 10-30 percent.
:.. ,

On the langdege arts skills pretest, the students' ranged from 0 to 26

skills .`mastered of the 30,skills tested. The average -was 12 (40 percent).

On theposttest, the scores ranged from 4 to 29, with an average of 14

(47 percent. One student scored a 50 percent increase; two, 30 percent;

'five 26-.-30 percent; and 746ored 10-20 percent increases.

z.



The attitudinal surveys administered reflected similar results.

the Modified.version of Virginia Affective Questionnaire, the pretest

average for Interpersonal Relations the first year was 50 percent. Pretest

score ranged from 34 percent to 70 percent. 'Posttest scores of filter-
°

personal ,Relations ranged from 38:percent'to 641)ercent, with an average

of 52 percent. One student showed an 18 percent growth on this section and

six students' scores indicate growth of 10 percent or more. The second

year, the pretest average for Interpersonal Relations was 58X. Pretest '

scores ranged froM 49% to: 7M, Posttest scores of Interpersonal Relations

ranged from 29% to 76%, with an average of 53i., One student showed a 17%

growth on this section, and several 7tudents' scores indicate growth of 10%

or more.

Project staff suggest that the average scores reflected a possible

tendency over the period of the project forthe student .to be more open

(

and honest with themselves and with their advisors. This view is further

suggested by the survey of project students' regular teachers in which
4

84 percent of these teachers felt the first year's student attitudes had

been helped :by their involvement in the Alternative Program.'

Student attendance is yet another,aria inWhich individual improvements

s

reflected greater change than the average indicates. In the 1976-77 school

.year, prior to the project, average,attendance for the studenti who were

in the project this year was 77 percent. The range_ was '...om 23 percent

to 100 percent attendance. During the period of their involvement in the

project, the average attendance for these students was also 77percent. The

'range was Srom 45 percent to 100percent. Several students continued in



the high .90 petcent range. Among significant individual improvements, one

student who missed 62 days the previous year-missed 32 days dUring the

project year. One who missed 88 days previously, missed 21'. One improved

from 50 days missed to only 2 days-missed. Another, who had missed 54,

improved to 21 and one improved from 25 to 13.

The.second year of the project, average attendance for project

students. was also 77% iniot'io their participation. The range-Was-from

23% to 160% attendance. During the period of their involvement in the

project, the average attenclancesfor these students decreased slightly to75%.

The range was from 45%:.tO. 100%.-

Among significant ndividualimprovements, one student who attended

,only-23% of the time the previous year.attended 83% of the time during the

year.' One who attended 69% Previously, attended 89% of the time''

in the _project:
.

Surveys of teachers, parents, and of project students themselves,

indicate overwhelming agreement that project involvement was beneficial to

the students. As reported above a majority of the projectstudents regular

teachers felt the students:had been helped and wanted to see the project

. continued.

Of,nrents'responding to their questionnaire, 100 percent indicated

0
the Alternative Program had been a good experience which had helped their"

children.
..

Ninety-seven percent of the first year project-students indicated

they felt the program had helped them; 80 percent indicating it had been

a great deal of help.



Students, parents, and teachers recognized the importance of the compe-

tence'ofthe advisors. Several parents wrote comments concerning their

appriciationqor what the advisors had done to help theit children. As

reported abovei-studenti indicated one of the things they liked best about

the program was the advisbrs.

These outcomes have led the evaluators of the pilot program to conclUde

that:

.v.

This project, has demonstrated that it is poSsible, with E
minimum expenditure, to provide an alternative program of support
and assistance which enables some students who formerly exhibited
little success in school to make meaningful progress.

4



AN ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION-PROGRAM-7
4 OPOUT PREVENTION

001,..00 a dropoui .preventien peogram for 8th-10th grade
students featurini basic skills geared to consumer, civic'
and cultural awareness, focusing on survival skills and
job preparation, and with weekly seminars with local
community resource persons.

This program is recommended as an approach to reducing disruptive and truant

.behavior by a consortium consisting of Virginia School Divisions, the
Virginia Department of Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

Additional information on this program may be obtained from:

Thomas Mayfield
Adminiatrative:Assistant
Prince Edward County
PubliC:ichools'
P.O.Box 427

.

Farmville,:yA. 23901

Information on the .participation of the Virginia Department of Education in

the Consortium may be obtained from:

Dr. Mary F. Lovern
'Supervisor of Pilot Studies
P. O. Box 6Q
Richmond, VA. 23216

4

Information on the participation of the Appalachia. Educational Laboratory in

the Consortium may be obtained from:

Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Thomas P. Ryan
5 Nelson Street
Rockville, MD. 20850

:45



An Alternative Education Program for Prevention.

and Elimination of Dropouts
.

(PilOt Tested in Prince Edward County Public. Schools)

This offers an alternative program to secondary-students who have had

virtually no.academic success and have shown very little. interest in school.

The eventual goal of the project is to help these-students succeed in an

occupation. Immediate project objectives are to reduce academic failure,

increase tested achievement, increase school attendance, reduce the dropout

rate, and increase self-esteem.

Students participate in block programs in consumer awareness, civic

awareness. , and cultUkal awareness, with training in reading and mathematics

skills as they relate to the programs. Instruction will be directed toward

basic-survival skills; job orientation, and job preparation.

The program hypothesizes that eighth, ninth, and tenth grade students,,

who receive (daily) two hours of instruction in reading and in- mathematics

will: (1) significantly reduce their failing grades (D and F) as compared

with their previous records; (2) score significantly. higher on the Iowa Test

.of Basic Skills than they have on previously administered Standardized achieve-

ment tests; .(3) significantly improve_their school attendance as compared

withprevious,years' records; (4) show significant improvement in self

esteewas indicated in daily behavior and on the Tennessee Self-Concept Scale;

and (5) show a significantly decreased dropout rate as compared with the

dropout rates at_these levels previously.

-.--Process objectives are described as tows:

o The Pilbt Project Ateading
4

and.Mathematics Teacher will provide
learning experiences in ReadingAnich as in.Visual discrimination,,



auditory discrimination, simulation, phonics,-vocabulary skills,
comprehension skills, structural analysis sight words syllabica-
tion, content analysis and word study skills., in mathematics areas
such as numeration, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, fractions, applications, money, time, and measurement,
And in survival skills such as filling out job 4111/cations,
preparing a personal budget, and proper. check-writing (as docu-
mented by Monthly Monitoring Reports).

o The Pilot Project Instructional Aide will support Instruction
in. Reading, Mathematics and Survival: kills as documented by
Monthly lonitoringIReports. .

o The Pilot Project Guidance Counselor will provide guidance services
for the Pilot Project teacher and regular teaching staff related
to student record-keeping and counseling for indi(vidual students
participating in the project,. survival -in- our - society group guid-
ance classes on a weekly basis,) occupational and vocational infor-.
nation for, project teacher and project Pispils, and will conduct
an Occupational Seminar Training Program that will be geared to. 1

individual student needs (as documented by Monthly Monitoring
Reports).

A total of 39 students were enrolled in the Alternative Education'Class

at the Prince Edward,County High School during the 1977-78 school year. This

program was designed to accommodate 30 students at a given time; therefore,

as a student withdrew from-the program, he waslrePiated.

Of the 39 students enrolled in the Pilot Program, 27 remained'at the

close of the school year. Of that number, 24 students completed the Posttest

of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills; 80 percent' of these:students showed signi-

ficant gains in the Reading Skills and 83 percent showed significant gains in

the Basic Mathematics Skills.

Daily classroom performance was perceived by the staff as good. Students

have done well on solving word problems, reading line and bar graphs, rounding

off numbers, and plotting line and bar graphs. Though they winked at various

levels ranging from grade levels 2.3 to 5.8, gains have been noticed at all

levels. Approximately 40 percent of these students will be mainstreamed into

the regular classroom for the next school year.

4"1



This Wan ongoing pilot,, program with another year to go. Preliminary

indicators are positive; more detailed information is available to potential

adopters.

0



CROSS7,AGE TUTORING

-.an approach iii't4hith,Older
,students.assist in.-teaching younger
or leis .advailted students tothe
adVintageof-both

. :

, program is recommended. an.approach to' redUcin,g-!disruptive and truant
ehaViot,by -a consortium` consisting of Virginia SChooliDiiiSions, the Virginia.
pa*tileht of 'EduCation., And ThefA0palachia EducatiOnal LahOritOrY.

No-

]

Additionai..infOrmati;on Is' available through the bibliography, attached to: this
narrative. -

..
. Information. on the participation of the Virginia Department of Education in the
:consortium. may be obtained ,f rom:

0Dr . Mary F. Lovern
Supervisor of Pilot Studies''

P. Ct. Box 6Q
1K Richbmond, VA. 23216

tb

Information on the participation of the Apalachia Educational Laboratory in the
consortium may be obesined from:

Appalachia Educational LaboratOry
Thoma0 Ryan

Nelsbnr-Street .

RockVille, TMD. 20850



EXECUTIVE SUHMARYCROSS4GE TUTORING

FroM.the-earliest times, children have been teaching other children both in

formal and informal settings. Cross-age tutoring (CAT) may best be described as

a practite where older, more advanced children4.teach.younger, less advanced

ones. This method is viewed as a preventive model to improve attitudes toward

School and people and, as a result, will improve behavior which later maybe

termed as disruptive.

I. GRADE/AGE RANGE: Since research supports the CAT process that tutors, as
well as tutees, benefit from this teaching arrangement, it appears that
the program could be implemented for youngsters in grades-K-12 with
advantages for zhildreaJpall-grades..

SPECIFIC PROGRAM OBJECTIVES (Related to Disruptive and Truant Behavior)
The programs cited here have demonstrated that there hats been improvement
(significant) in disruptive behavior of participating children (tutors/

.

tutees) and improvement (significant) in attendance and to school, of
tutors and tutees.

III. SUPPORTING DATA Tutoring is.a highly efficient Model because of the
application of the "Hel#etrTherapy Principle" (Riessman, Frank). It has
been fOund.that:during;the tutoring process the tutor benefits as much,
iif not more, than,thetntee. One of the principal points offered for
tutoring iethelikelihood:ofpositive changes in the affective behavior
Of participating children

IV. STAFFING 1SELECTION/IN7SERVICEY:, Tutoring should be adopted only if
.teachers are interested ent,ugh:te:VolUnteer for the program Teachers
'involved in,CAT.Mast think of themselves as managers,oflearning
opportunities rather than people who supply information and knowledge.

V; SELECTION OF STUDENTSACRITERIA): The literature on tutor characteristics
',suggests quite convincingly that a very broad range of students may
benefit from acting as ;a tutor The evidence is mixed as to whether the
tutee;Will:improvi:more.irbitthed With 's particular type of tutor This
evidence is also related to sex, race, and socio-economic faCtora.:

VI. CURRICULUM,CCONTENTi:GRADING PRACTICES): The implementation of a CAT
progreau,deeLnOi4equire the changing of prescribed curriculum or
alteringthe:claisroom.grading Practice.' Most CAT programs have focused
On the-basic skills Of reading and mathematics.

M1



VII. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (STRATEGIES, ACTIVITIES, RECORDKEEPING, ETC.): If4 the CAT program uses 'iligh.school students to teach elementary children
and credit (H.S.) is awarded, then a recordkeeping system is advisable.
If tutors are trained in their responsibilities, then attention must begiven to tutoring strategies and activities.

!XIII. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT: Special facilities and equipment are not needed
in a cross-age.tutoring program. A school-wide program entails littleor no extra cost. A. small outlay for materials will be required.

,IX.- POTENTIAL PROBLEMS:
1

-- Tutor understanding of the program
Tutors transported to the tutoring site
Faculty-endorsement of the program

--* Scheduling time for the tutor-tutee
-- Parents of tutors may see the CA' as a "waste of time"

X. INVOLVEMENT OF PARENTS, COMMUNITY, OTHERS: It is important.to gain the
support .of parents toward the cross-age teaching program,



The 1.4ei of using students as tutors has always-been an attractive one,

for the number of potential tutor's ler toolerge as the number of-students who

gre potential tutees.

The literature suggests that many schools which have implemented ewell-

planned tutoring program,has reaped the benefits of not only improved per-
,

formance id:areaS such as reading and mathematics, but have experienced con-
,

siderable iMprovement in areas of misbehavior and absenteeism.

This review of the literature. in tutoring and tutor training led to the

identifiCation of a number ,of tutoring techniques and management procedures.

!..lbeimplementationOf these procedures should be feasible in-schools without

requirement for special: staffing,' funding, or major development, training,

or time commitments.



Implement in

The following factdra should be considered when implementing a CAT program:
, , , 1. , - .

It.is;.generally,,yiewect::that the.
positive `the effect's However,',
b744.::10iii0e1:1,4#0eiy".0.11' tend-

hatie:

longer the tutoring program, the more
it is conceivable that: too much time
to make bOth tutor and tutee bored,
negative effects.

There in-noOidente available regarding the effects on the tutor of
tutoring one versus many tutees. It is possible that in terms of the
tutee,,i one-to-oneTratin is best because of the special individualized
orrention'that the tutee can receive.

T4oriOlicproggama ve:yaried:W4dely in the age difference beteen
turor*Cio*". 0000r;there is little evidence available concern-.
Awihe:.Optii40,agedifferenta between:tutor and tutee. It is possible
,that'it-is'nOt.,::40-4ifference that leads to differential-tutee per-.
fOrmande;jpeth4PS:Older tutees.-are more skilled at-tutoring than
younger.ones:

There belief :'among: those who give advice on tutoring thee same -
'sexIPEK pairing facilitates.the tutoring process._ There is, however,
little data*to support these beliefs. There is, data to support the
belief that males benefit more, overall, from acting as tutors.

.There is ampleanecdotal and non-experimental evidence-that shoe that
children with a wide variety Of personal characteristics benefit
from eLcrOss-age'teaChingprogram: The literature suggests that
studentssufferingJrom behavior probIems, low achievement, or a com-
bination'of theie.prOblems benefit from tutoring programa.

Perhaps the Mdst'remarkable feature of tutoring programs is the variety

of participants, goals', and procedures that are, and may suployed, Tutors

exist in elementary, and high-schools; participants may be paid but

more often are not; they-May. be.underachievers orhigh-achievers . From all\

the evidence it 'Can be'. concluded that several different..types of.tutoring.pro-;

grams can effectively .imprOve academic and behavioral performance Of tutees and

tutors as well.



Evidence from 4e-many studies reviewed confirms the need for adequate

.training of tutors p 1.Or to aprviceand during the tutoring process. A

tutorial training pro ramwill need anuals-for tutbrp and the .organizer of

\"the program.

The following outAines for manuals ate developed from the review of the

literature.'

ORGANIZER'S M UAL

A. Behavidral.objectives identifiedfor'the program.el

,
(

B. Management procedures for a-tatorial program.

,1. ;Selecting student -tutors.

2. Scheduling tutoring seslonsStudent Assessment Sheet (SAS).
The SAS will provIde spaces for the following entires: (a) Name of
the tutor, (b) NamelIthe tutee, (c) Name of the teacher, (d)
Student's' classroom location, and (e) Instructionk prescription
.that has beets made for the student.

Tutor EvaluationTutor Evaluation' Sheet.
I Actual records should be kept on the progresswhich tutors make'as

they interact.,with.tutors.

C.

...., StudentiprOgressretordsSiudent-TrofileShdieTutOr'Log.
.

i ....When7stndentsare'lwdring,towards the acdOmplishment of Objectives,
,.c, 't.11e0:Tiltie very SPOCifiC:and'acburate records. kept of their:

' ,``progress. The Profile`: be,.Capable-:Of depictiniVihe date.,:

`the dsterOfMadter.Y. bf-.7!eiCkob3ective.
and:resulaof pteteattinstructi4.41 prescriptions and date, and

-I

..

1

.... ,.

TbeTutor".10g. will Provide',W.meana,_of recording the date, activity,_ , .

Andlearning4aMeeoffeach session. with the iutee.

5.. Procedures for-preparing indlitiduali4ed. instructional-prescriptions.
._,

Deiotilkiaoof the coriectOtoce'dure. fot administering' tests::.,1

1. 1:7Ay.diagnoatic pre-test.

2. Criterion post-test
_ ,tv



MSterials designed to assist the TRAINEE teach the tutors. Complete

instructions for tutors:in the use of these tutoring materials must be

17& the manual..

L: Tutor-home study.materials-these are.maierials Which the tutors take
homewith.them and study prior.to coming to a tutor training session.

k-'! Tutor role-Playing guides77these materials are designed to help a.
tutor praCtice skills in a training session which he will use when
he is Serving as:a tutor...

Tutor training session.guides---are materials designed to structure the
tutor training sessions to review with the tutors the materials acquiredin;home study and to give directions for the use of tutor -role- playing
materials.

Tnstructional materials designed to train the tutor in general tutorialSkills.

a. Correctuse of positive reinforcers.

The 'ability to put a student in a tutoring situation.,

c. Ability to avoid Overprompting of the tutee.,
.

Instructional materials designed to train the tutor in^specific
tutorial skills.

12.

TUTOR'S MANUAL

o

successful system Mustinclude.tests'and
materials which are td be

\

the tutOrs to teach tutees. -Tutors-should be trained in both general

.

11,airie of .the tutor, training sessions.."

:tructions for use Of the home study materials and role-playing guides.

:ific tutoring skills."

traction in the use and value of the following

Student Assignment Sheet

Tutor Evaluation Sheet

Student Profile Sheet and. Tutor Log

management procedures:



. General- tutoring skills

E. 'Specifid tutoring skills.

Behavioral objecti;Ies

Testadininistration and interpretation.of results



The following'

DESCRIPTIONS OF EXISTING Pk/GRAMS

CROSS AGE TUTORING

*ogramsMentionee.:are but a:few...0 the hundreds taking plea
Alvour nation s schools:

-The:PhiiaSophiCal thruSt-o
. '

Airalite'instruction.and to motivate

"model" program remains

oross-age teaching programs is to help indivi-

effectiveness' with. some

Uninterested pupils. The-selection 4.f a

guiteHdiffiCult since 'some models will have great

learners-ind very little with others.. The purpose here
s o:introduce one to tomnprOven" and acceptable models, to'piovide one

sources of'MoreAetailed4nfOrMatiOn
related to the:models, and to provide one

with similaritiet-thatt:A00earbe
extremelYimportant in the implementation

rof any cross-age teaching program.

OttariOMontclair Crass' -Age Teaching. Project

The OntariOMOntclair.Stbooi,platrict,- Ontario, California, initiated-a:CAT
,program in an effort taansWeithe educational needs of improveciacidemic

achieverl;ent.and, the' deVelopMentOf an improved self- concept in children.

[The three- year evaluation
provided positive and statistically significant

results in.academic achievement in math and reading well as self- concept.

The evaluation results related to disru tive and truant behavior, are as
follows:

It was the goal of the project that 25% of the experimental
old'e'rand younger children would improve more in discipline,. according:to teacher opinion, than,children in the control group during theproject period, The results were that the tutors (alders) improved

significantly:.(1%:levei):and their discpline problems:in schooldecreased by almast 50%. There were no significant findings in thediscipline of the tutees (youngers).



. Both groups (tutors and tutees) significantly reduced their absences

as compared with the control group. The result was that the absentee

rate of the tutees (youngers) reduced all three years and significant

at 1% and 10% levels. In the second year, there were 30% less

absences for this group. The absentee rate for the tutors (olders)
was signifitantly reduced during years one and three at 5% level of

confidence.

'The overall percentage of non-attendance for the project students was 5.71%
tp

as compared to 6.44% for the control group. This is significant at the 1%'level

of confidence.

The Ontario-Montclair project involved sixty children in grades four through.

six as tutees. The tutors were eighth graders who elected to take a one-

',semester class in "Cross-Age Teaching." They received a three-week training

program prior tc the interaction, where they were oriented to the purposes,

technqiues and curriculum content. After implementation, the tutors received

a content training session one day a week and feedback seminar sessions one day

a week. This allowed three forty-minute sessions.per week in 'direct.tutor-tutee

-contact.

A gieat deal of flexibility was provided to permit tutors to create their

own teaching material's; howeVer, thiy were given instruction on how to use

structured approaches such as the Neurological impreis Method'of teaching
-.,

reading and word recognition by the Kinaesthetic-Method.

Each tutor was matched with a tutee for specific help in subject 'areas and/

or interpersonal relationships as prescribed by the receiving teacher.

The crux of an' serious tutoring program is tutor training. This is where

the basic difference between the non-structured and structured approaches become

obvious. The Ontario-Montclair CAT Program stresses the development of an
c . -

open, non-structured relationship between the students. The tutor is taught to

a. .58.



understand why children have trouble in school, and.he (tutor) develops his

own ways to support the younger's effort to learn. The program used in Ontario

design developed by PeggyAnd Ronald Lippitt of- the University of Michigan's

Institute for Social Research. Information related to this design, titled "The

Cioss-Age Helping Package,"-miy be purchased. for approximately $75:00. This

package contains a basic guide, 20 minute filmstrip/record, and telephone

conversation With a consultant. (Refer to Resource Section).

The other approach; called programmed or structured tutoring, consists of

a series, of detailed steps the iutor.follpWs to help his tutee. This approach

is exemplified by the'Soto Street SchoOl in Los Angeles, California, and the.

Malcolm'X Elementary School in Washington, D.C.

Soto Ptreet School Project

The results of the Soto_Street School Project. are most impressive. Prior

to tutoring, only 2%. of the first graders had scored as high As the fourth or°

fifth stanine.On the Stanford Reading Test.. After tutoring first .became part of

the curriculum, 25% placed in stanine four or above. _Under expanded tutoring the.

. second year; the percentages in stanine fnur or above jumped to 35%, then to 41%

a year later.

According to the professional staff at the Soto School; behavioral changes,

especially in the tutors, are even more striking than the academic gaini.

The Soto model provides for a five-day tutor training program where they

are taught step-by-step procedures they are expected to use with their tutees.

TutorA learn to make flash cards; to drill tutees on difficult words; to listen

to them read? and to talk with tutees to ascertain, their reading comprehension.

O



This design provides for tutor-tutee direct contact for 20 minutes per day.

The program used at Soto was devised by Elbert Ebersole. Ebersole claims

that the program is simple enough that "even the least.proficient tutor can

follow it with some degree of competence." Unfortunately, there are no

experimental data to support this claim; apparently, no comparisons have been

made of tutors trained and not trained in this.method.

Information related to this program may be o4tained from-Elbert Ebersole,
o

3141 E. California Boulevard, Pasadena, CA 91107. Purchasdprice for "A

Teacher's Guide,to Programmed Tutoring" and a classroom tutoring kit for 40

pupils is approximately $25.00.

Interestingly, availtble. research does not indicate that any one method of

riaining,tutors is superior to another.

1

Malcolm X Elementary School Program (WashinAtOnD.C.)

The CAT Program atAialColm X Elementary School -in Washington,

_proven to be a sucoessfUl educational endeavor. Teachers, administrators, and

tutors worked together as'a team to desigh and implement learning stations and

a:",.

Instructional modules and to conduct one-to-one instruction in reading and
,

mathematics. -The program accomplished student improveMent in reading and study

skills, to the extent of 50% to 75%, and a large majority of the tutees improved

in their attitudes toward school. Recorded absenteeism,'compared with regular

students; was at a Minimal level.

Tutor's in,the Malcolm X program were comprised of 10th, 11th, and 12th

grade students from,nonpublic schools and 8th and 9th grade students from area

public schoo]s.

.t.
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Tutors were selected on the basis of interest, scholastic achievement,

attendance, and overall attitude toward the concept of the programs They were

screened and interviewed by a. committee of two teachers, two tutors, and the

program administrator.

Tutor participants received one hour academic credit for'instruction during

school hours and a Stipend of $1.60 per hour for instruction after regular

school hours.

,

Summer training activities were conducted for teachers and tutors during a
.0 .

three-week period in-August prior to the beginning of the'school year. The

training sessions oriented tutors to open-space activities-and methods; proVided

skills necessary for instruction in the areas of reading and. mathematics;

,introduced tutors to testing techniqUes;-exploredalternative styles of learning

and teachingand involved tutors in the development of learning stations and'

instructional materials. r

Tutor training continued during the school year in an in-service regimen that

required tutor participation in seminars and training sessions at least twice

weekly. A video machine for micro - teaching was utilized in the training prograM.

The chief responsibility of teachers was to'guide the tutors and to assist

in the training process. They'also helped in the assessment of tutees and tutors.

Further details on the Malcolm X Project may be obtained free of charge by

contacting Dr. Thomas John, Department of Planning, Research, and Evaluation,

Washington, D". C. Public Schools, Room 1013, 415 12th St., N.W. Wathington D.C.

/
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.DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAM (DEEP)

OOO an. Alternative classroom management system in which
students share in needs identification, objectivesetting, task
deVelopment, andputcote eValuatiom.

0

This program is recommended_as an approach to reducing. disruptive and truant'
behavior by a consortium consisting of:Virginia,School DiVisions, the Virginia
Department of Education, and The Appalathia.EdUcationalLaboratori.

Additional information on this programmay be obtained from

Jane Connett
Educational Services. Builidng
640 North Emporia
Wichita, Kansas 67214

Information on the participation of the Virginia Department of Education in
the consortium may be obtained from:

Dr. Mary F. Lovern
Supervisor of Pilot Studies
P. O. Box 6Q
Richmond, VA. 23216

InfOrmation on the participation of the Appalachia Education Laboratory in .

theconsortium may-be obtained from:

-Appalachia Educational Laboratory
ThOias P.' Ryan
5 Nelson Street
Rockville, le. 20850



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DIVERSIFIED EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES PROGRAM (DEEP)

\
, , ,

, ,, ,

,TheDiVereified Educational Experiences Program (DEEP) is as an, . . - .

.alterhatiVelClagarodialanageMentsystemwhich is studeitcentered nproject

\
oriented. EtUdenta-involveein thissysiem identify needs, formulate objec-

\
deVelOp 440 to4ccoMplish these objectives and share in the evalua-

,

..,..tion of *heir perfO*Mance. DEEP is also considered as an alternative for the ,,

. \
.

. student to 'create gather; develop ,-.and display. information. The rules. of \
.,

the teacher;are Viewed as that of advisor, consultant,, and learning systems \\

Manager.' Theystudent is vieWedas an active participant within'a claisroom \

environment thais casual, open, trusting, and task oriented.,

I. GRADE/AGE RANGE:
The DEEP concept was originally designed for secondary students in grades \
7-12. Although this program model was designed for the secondary level,
modifications.would,appear-not tb limit its effectiveness to middle school
aged 'yout4.

II. SPECIFIC PROGRAM OBJECTIVES.
The DEEP concept and its'implications have shown significant results in
decreased rates of absenteeism and student drop outs., In addition,'stOdent
attitudes in the areas of respect, affection

P and the value of knowledge
were significantly ,improved.

III. SUPPORTIVE. DATA

Educational liteiattire reflects positive results in the implementation
of alternative ciasaroom management systems which are student centered
focus upon the.individualization of instruction, self concept:teaching,
and maintain high levels of student participation. .'Program studies
containing these elements provide statistically significant results in
the reduction of truant and disruptive behavior of:program participants.

IV. STAFFING (SELECTION/IWSERVICE)
The DEEP concept places-major emphasis n--teachei selection and staff
training as, these are crucial-fattors in overall program effectiveness.
GenerilgbaracteriiiiCiOf DEEP teachers that are proven successful are
&se who have at.leasethree years ,experience, possess humanistic

teaching skills,



ableto coordinate and utilize a variety of instructional resources, and
pOstdesan ability to work effectiVely with all types of students. DEEP
proVided assessment instruments to assist administrators in teacher
SelectiOn. To assure program effectiveness,- in- service is provided to
progtawteachers.on:4 continuous basis.

SELECTION OF STUDENTS (DEEP):
The'DEEP.;progririii has been successful with the following student target
grOUpe: (a) those :Students that have been identified as .potential Amp-
outs or disaffected:learners (b) gifted, talented or creative students
and (c)thosejtudente desirous-of an alternative to traditional classes.
,p*ogram.effectivenesa7tendeto favor more positiVe gains with students
whonTe conO.dered astruanti disruptive, or disaffected.

*,z

VI, CURRICULUW(CONTENT, GRADING PRACTICES):
`The.iMpleMentation of DEEP. .doenrequirithe use of a variety of paperbacks;
.magazines, ovAes;nudio-visual eqUipment; and'art supplies. Depending
upon the neeure of the. school distriCt and in-service procedures, costs
are estimated at$30 per stndent. Course content and grading practice6
areofa'non,traditional, nature Aegigned to afford the etudent and teacher
involvement and participation in goal setting, presentation,, and
evaluation.

'

.PROGRAMAIANAGEMENT4STRATEGIES;" ACTIVITIES; r1CORDKEEPING, ETC.)
One Oftliesalientleatures of a DEEP prog2. the management system.
Upon:request,:ienaugle are available for aqmlnistratoxe and teachers.

VIII. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT:
To implement the DEEP rrogram in any district would require an initial
outlay funds estimated at .$30 per pupil. -Maintenance and upkeep costs
after the-initial year WouliLbe approximately $15 per Pupil. (See
attached' suggested equipment list) -

IX. POTENTIAL.PROBLEMS:'

'Possistency,among program teachers
student scheduling

MaintenanCe .of'effective.pupil teacher ratio
Facultyendorsimentof 'program content

INVOLVEMENT'IM-PARENTSCOMMUNITY, OTHERS':
Essential .to of :thisothis program is the need to keep the
total SchoolAiiinff4 ,parents, and the community informed and involved.



. ° SOURCES OF INFORMATION (MAIN),
Connett,'Janei:PreJect DEEP (Diversified Educational Experiences Program)'

Educational` 'Services Building, 640 North. Emporia, (Wichita,1Kansas

67214). pi..-1-44.
:

2. Connett, Jane-and Swanson, Monty. Administrator's Guide - A Guide
,

for Implemdniing Project DEEP. Educational Services Building,
640 North Emporia (Wichita, Kansas 67214) pp 1-16

...

Connett, Jane et:al. Techniques of Classroom Management. Educational.

SerVice Building 6450 North Emporia (Wichita, Kansas 67214) pp 1-56.
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'In.orderto understaWmore'thoroughly.the ways in, which the DEEP classroom

management model differs from othermanigtmeit systems, it is necessary to look
. -

...

closely at four components-of the model: ay 'DIPEP teachers (2) DEEP Teacher-Student

Relationships (3) DEEP students, and (L)..the DEEP classroom. Most of the concepts

taken individually do not appear rev&dntionary, but together they form a unique
,

approach to instruction.

.TEACHERS

.DEEP teachers assume that all students have a need to learn-more'e.bout:the world-'

in Which they live, and that given the opportunity those same.tddents will become

resionsibie.for their own learning., They also` appear to believe in the worth of all."

students as individuali and in their ability to learn on their own through teacher

guidance. Students are'understood to learn in different ways and'that the teacher's

responsibility is "to find the best way for,each student to master that which the

student:wishes and needs to learn. This calls,fora great deal of -individdalizatiodi',

students settidg their own goals, finding ways to accomplish those goals, and assessing"

their"accompliehmente.

According to, ac6umulated data on successful characteristics of teachers in DEEP,

it would-consist of the following:
.

7

-
-I. a.strong:knowledge of sdbject matter, its importance, and how it can be

learned by others
o

. a willingness to chsnge when such a change willbenefit the students as

they attempt, to acquire knowledge about a specific set of subject matter

the ability to look seriously at teaching activities and evaluate them

using both btudent-determined and teacher- established criteria

a willingness to take risks by allowing both the Student and the teacher

to ventureinto:unknown territories in the attempt to grow both intellectuag.y.

and socially



the ability and willingness to share knowledge and to encourage students

to -share their new-found knowledge as a result of investigations

,aneptiMistic outlook toward the world, education, and student growth

.tenacity toward completing jobs started by the student as well as those

::.begun by the teacher

the ability to deal with much more dissonance tharris found in most.

classrooms

awillingness to share both olaasroom control and planning time

TEACHER-STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

DEEP teacher-student relationships are primarily characterized by openness, as

apaained below:

The teacher must accept students for what they are at the prevent time

and not make judgments about past performances. This involves setting

aside peer review, rumor, pist grade performances, and test scores.

Similarly, it means viewing the students as individuals with both potential

'and worth.

2. Students, oh the other hand, must believe that the teacher is gpen and

willing to "start apew.'"'Truit is the key concept in regard to student-

teacher relationships.

The DEEP teacher-student relationship is one of share' ''. aesponsibility.

Students create goals through an interaction between the teacher's needs

and the student's wishes. Students accomplish these goals with the aid

of the teacher. they evaluate their accomplishments with the help of
a

their peers and the t-vacheraild iv using their own criteria. They are in

dhsrge of their own. auccesses =failures. They are lust as responsible
0

, as the teacher.



STUDENTS

As active participants in .and determiners Of their own learning, DEEP studen S

1.. possess a.feeling of ownership toward their class by recognizing that

the class. belongs to them and is a tool for fulfilling their needs and

expectations;

2. accept responsibility for their attendance, for the participation, f

their successes, and even for their failures; they learn to expect ccess,

but they also learn to accept responsibility for their failures and to
0

learn from their mistakes;

are willing
0

te take risks or, at least, /to grow in risk-taking by

sharing their ideas and feelings with other members.of the class,

.thereby developing trust in others and in themselves;

4. cooperate with classmates because they,perceive that only th

give-and-take situation can they adhieve their goals;

5. plan and carry through tasks by carefully allotting their time an

resources toward a specific goal;

6. learn to negotiate with other memberl of the class, with

with other groups, and with their teacher in determining the conditions

concerning the subjects of'their projects, the best methoL for pre-

sentatiaa, the schedule of their time,\and the methods by which they

will communicate their feelings;
\

.,participate in their own evaluations and fan developing the criteria by

which they will be evaluated;

B. carry over the krowledge and the skills thetha r have learn? :f.A the DEEP

classroom to their relatioiships with people\and in sotrugetheir pro-
\

blems; they learn to use verbal skills and differentr n to communicate;

they learn to recognize problems, to outline'atternat vee, and toset.

priorities; they develop contingencies and make\knoWl dgeable choices;

ividuals,



feel better about school through an enhanced self-image and elimination

of alienation.

THE CLASSROOM

A DEEP classtdom might include the following characteristics and purposes:

1. Furniture is not fixed, but is flexible for both the teacher and the

student to move as needed.

2. Students work in both large and small groups.

3. Electronic and non-electronic media are available for students to use

in the de4elopment of their learning projects.

Students are -givenNiministratkie responsibility for keeping daily

attendance.

A "learningrevents" calendar is posted for student inspection and

input.

6. Classroom tension and anxieties are reduced.

7, DEEP students carry over their skills into other classrooms and/or

co-curricular activities.

8. The community is utilized as a resource by the student. This includes

museums, libraries, governmental agencies, and citizens.

71
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SUGGESTED MATERIALS FOR THE DEEP CLASSROOM

.

This list includes snorestod materials for the DEEP classroom. Each
adopter school should examine the list closely and choose those items
which are appropriate in that zituation. NoDEEP classroom would require
all the sungested materials, especially in the area of Audio/Visual. One
adopter might wish to purchase a 35mm camera with close-up lens. Another
might chose an Ektagraphic kit, for example. Choice of equipment should
reflect the needs o each specific classroom. Costs are approximate.

AUDIO/VISUAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Video tape recorder ($750 blk/white reel-to-reel; $1300-$1550 colorsette)
Television monitor ($450 -$750 color, 19")
Television camera ($750 blk/white; $1200-$1500 color)
Video tapes or cassettes ($25 @)
Camera dolly ($50-$250)
Pixmoile '($uO)
Single lens reflex camera ($200-$250)
,Close-up sleazes ($15)
Blue filter ($5)
Photographic copy stand ($50)

Film, color and/or black and white (100 ft. rolls) ($10*-$15 @)
Bulk film.loader ($12)

Ektagraphic kit (contains Kodak 126 camera and copy stands) ($160)
Developing kit for black/white reversal, process ($125)
Carousel slide projector ($100) 6,

Carousel slide trays ($3 @)

Slide sorter ($3)
Cassette tape recorder ($354.50)
.Cassitte audio tapea. ($.50 @)
Super 8 movie camera ($30-$250)
Super 8 movie projector ($100)
Film editor ($50).

Super 8 movie film ($4
N. Light reflectors (4) ($3 @)

OTHER MATERIALS

Fewsprint..(500 sheets)
Felt-tip pens (35)

Poster paper (100 Sheets)
HUman relations activities and games' ( -5)
Books, various titles of interest to .uJents and compatible

with subject area
Scissors
Masking tape'
Scotch. tape
Plaster of ?aria!
Papier Maches

5
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DISCIPLINE
,---

Some coMments.On'discipline and how discipline. relates to the DEEP classroom

are appropriate here.

Discipline is a difficult word to define because the term is highly emotionally

charged for many people, educatori, and patrons, and the word connotes different

meanings for each of us. It is generally argued that discipline is relative, and

that a disruptive situation in the eyes of one.
,

teacher may leave another teacher

undisturbed. Recent Gallup polls have indicated, however, that most people believe

schools should be invalired with "discipline." Yet .most people see the development

Of self-discipline as preferable to'sere obedience: However, learning self-discipline

. involves choice while obedience does not, and when students are allowed to make

choices, on must be prepared to deal with "wrong" choices.as.well as "right" ones.

The majOr by-product of the MREF:Olassroom as-far as discipline is concerned

is the development of peer pressure: Students negotiate their own goals, and rules

for classroom behavior, as

is acting contrary to the

thus, the stadeht must be

well.4 student who violates one of more of tlose rules

class,toffellow students, rather than to the teacher. And,
,

ready 166: incur the admonishment of peers.

o



SUMMARY OF THE MANAGEMENT MODEL

The DEEP classroom management tysteuris described in detail in DEEP

Mi2sg±ent, amo'ther DEEP publikation. 'However, for our purposes,.

it will be discussed briefly "arid generally in this section;

"First of all, it should be noted that the DEEP classroom management

model is flexible. It can be modified to meet a variety of educational

situations. The model maybe adapted for use within the traditional high

school,. junior high school, or middle school. DEEP is also being used in

separate alternate facilities and with classes composed of gifted students.

DEEP fits nicely in the typical schedule of approximately one-hour class
A

periods, but it.can be'used in modular gcheduleS. Although the DEEP class

is More often managed by one teacher, it has also beetv-a;:plied in team-
,

teaching and cross - disciplinary classes. Use of the DEEP classroom manage-

ment system requires.no adjustment in class siie; that is, a regular sized

class of twenty to thirty-five,students_eih be accommodated within the model.

DEEP is an appropriate management mddel in any 'academic course, although it

has worked most successfully in.the areas of social studies and language arts.

It' is suggested that the duration of the course in which the DEEP management
o.

model is used be-at riiiif-a-semester in length, or its equivalent in classroom

time, as it takes a. Certain:amount of preparation to develop student attitudes

and skills necessary in the DEEP classroom.

Despite the fleXibility of the DEEP management model, it containsone

essential:ingtedient-rstudent invOlviment and participation in goal-setting,

presentation and evaluation.



EVALUATION

The evaluation model established for'this .classroom management system

differs from the traditional situation.

Small group projects are evaluated by the teacher; the students in

the sp44 group,'-and. by the entire class. .Aftgtr "debriefing".a small group

project, she distributes -a rating sheet :(see attachment-"E)ialuationSheet for

Student's Presentation") to the students in the class who were not members of

the project group .- Each member of the class rates the performance of the
..: 7

entire group.Andpasses the rating sheet to the group that had completed the

presentation. The eacher also rates the presenting group and individual

members of the groUp. embers of the presenting group fill out an individual

evaluation sheet (see attachment "Personal Evaluation Sheet" and "Individual

:Evaluation"), and a short discussion period is held with the teacher and each

group after a nresentati4n to discuss thee evaluation rating.

A second-type of evaluation relates to the class objectives that are

negotiated between teacher and students. Each student is given a copy of his

objective and an evaluation sheet (see attachment "Evaluation of Objectives").

This ranking serves as a student baseline for the evaluation following each

grading-period.' Prior to a regular grading period, the student and the

teacher agree,on the 'evaluation of the student's program.



EVALUATION SHEET FOR STUDENT'S PRESENTATION

1. Was a clear, logical sequence
followed?

2. Was the subject adequately covered ?...,

3. Was the project interesting and
relevant?

4. Was the tdic covered original and
creative?

5. Was the raethod used to present the
project adequate: did the person
speak clearly, etc.?

IP

6. Did the presentation proveke'dia-.
cussion?

7. Did the students present and defend
their positions?

8. Were questions answered intelligently
and to the point?

Co eats:

.Questions about the project:

name- projec t
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Personal EValuation Sheet.

All answers are confidential-

1. What svecifictily did you do toward achieving the. goals and objectives of
the group?

What specifically did the. other group members- -do individually?

3. What specifically did you do to achieve pdisonel goals and objectives?

4. Approximately how many elasstime hours did your group spend working together?

5. Did your group meet outside of classtime?', . How long,did they meet?

6.. How many hours did you spend working on the project?

7. How many outside resources did you use for information?
Name them:

)

8. How much rune did your group spend rehearsing?
How me-- ::ere you involvedl----

If you had 100 points to distribute among the members of your group, includ4g
yourself,E6W-miany would each person receive? No two'people may receive exactly
the same.

10. Did you enjoy working with this group?. Why-or why not?

11. Which group members would you) want to work with again and why?

12. Are there any you would not wish to work with and why ?.



Versonal
Evaluation Sheet lcon't)

13. What specific problem did your group encounter in doing this project and
how did you.solyi these problems?"

- 14. What individual problems did vou as ancindividual experience and acre did
you handle them?

15. What could' you and your group have done to make your project better?

qt,



INDIVIDUAL EVALPATION

Name

How would you rate your production in the area of creativity of idea?

Good- Fair Poor

2. AloWvOuld you rite the quality of the technical presentation?

Eiccellent Good 'Fair Poor

. .How would you rate the effort your group put into the preparatilon

of the production?

Excellenx, Good Fair Poor

ow would you rate the-overall effect of your presentation?

,ExCellent ' Good Fair Poor

Comments:

How well do you feel you

List your duties in the presentation accomplished each of these

apd preparation of the projeot. duties?

1
_,

.

.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

17.

8.

it
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PROJECT DEEP'
Evaluation of Objectives

atudent!s name

.\ nine weeks

The\Oaluation So-Sometimes'
Al- Always1
Se-Seldom
NW -No Way.

Us-Usually
S

S-Studint Response
T-Teacher Response

Goal Number

teacher's name

T Goal Number B S T

13.

Individual Goals.% (Please write out.)

.1.

2.

3.

4.

S. T



,EFFECTIVENESS

.SELECTION OF STUDENTS

4

The method of saIeCting students in this project was done on a random

basis. This basis of assignment to these classes was to justify-the assumption

that project students were similar to the control groups, or general School

populatior4_in terms of iibsenteeism, drop - outs, and attitude.

EFFECTS OF BEHAVIOR'AND ATTITUDES

Based on a computer isnalysis of expected absentee rates, it was determined

that 12.3 percent o
1
f the experimental group would be absent. It was found

Ls-

that only 8.6 percent of the experimental group was absent, which resultec.

a 30 peicent decrease in the absenteeism rate.

Froth the same computer analysis it was determined that 12.7 percent of the

experimental group would drop out of school. It was found that only 8 percent

had done so at the conclusion of the evaluation period, a resulting decrease of

37 percent.

While significant changes in drop-out and absenteeism behavior were

clearly demonstrated, attitudinil differences among the experimental group were

assessed using.ihe- Risk Taking' Attitude Values Inventory (RATVI). The experi-.

mental group showed systematic improvement in their ratings in attitudinal

areas of affection, respect, and the value of knowledge. To compare the

attitudinal assessment.data of the experimental group, the Educational Assis-

tance Institute. provided standard scores and percentile ranks of tne RTAVI

assessment instrument.' It was found.. that the experimental group began the

program at the 2nd percentile. In the areas of respect and value of knowledge,

:the experimental group began at the 5th and 65th percentile ranks xespectively



and 'ended in the 42nd and 99th percentiles.

Parents were also asked to respond to a questionnaire at the heginning

and end of the school year. The first four questions asked the parents to

,,r -ate their child's attitude toward school, other students, them4elvesi and

teachers.

The parents reported small yet significant improvements in the atti-,.

tudes of their child toward school, other studenti and itietselves. From the

parents' points of view, the largest and most significant gains were shown

in their child's attitude toward the teacher.



MANTI4IS
, .

st pote#tial adopters.of.the DEEP classroom manageMent model the

nnals are available upon request by contacting: Jane Connett, Director;

;' Wichita Public Schools; 640 N. Emporia; Wichita, Kansas 67214.

ol:,

ADMINISTRATOR'S GUIDE
Table of Contents

What is Project DEEP?

Ipes DEEP Meet Any of My School's Needs?

How Can I Involve Others With project DEEP'

L. Central Administration and Board of Education

B. School Staff

How.Do I.Involve More "Teachers in DEEP?,

How Do, We GetTrmlnine

How Do We Select Equipment, SupplementalMiterials and

Physical. Facilities?.

How Do We Select and Schedule EEEP Students?

J I

How Do We Get Support- from Parents and the Cor=Unity?

HoAre thecRole Responsibilities of the DEEP Team-Defined?

How Will.theDEEP Program be EValuated?

0
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I. Explanation, Backgrour4, nd Rationale
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V. Graduationi

VI. 4,,AentAion

. .2.ng Communication and Support

VIII. ;;Bibli'og aphy.

IX: SampleDnits

X. Additional' ACtivities
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FOCUS

a school-within-a-school for
disaffected, low-achieving, or non-
functioning high school age students,
featuring groUp counseling plus modified
programs in most academic areas.

This rogram is recommended as art approach to reducing disruptive and truant
behav or by a consortium consisting_of Virginia School Divisions, the Virginia
Depar menk of Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

Additjtonal information on this program may h4 obtained from:

FOCUS:Dissemination Project
Human Reaource Associates, Inc.
121 East Second Street
Hastings, Minnesota 55033

Information on the' participation of2the Virginia Department
consortium may ,be obtained from:

Dr. Mary F. Lovern
Supervisor of Pilot Studies
P. O. Box 6Q
Richmond, VA. 23216

of Educatian-'-in-the1:

Information on the participation of the Appalachia EdUcational Laboratory.
-in -the consortium may be obtained from:

Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Thomas P. Ryan
5 Nelson Street
Rockville, MD. 20850

O
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, EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (Brief)

The:main thrust of the FOCUSprogram is to provide an educational.model
0

for students who are performing well below their capacity socially and/or

academically. It is generally recognized as an alternatiye approach to assist

a student who has an inability to function in the traditional classroom settir

due to a pattern of behavior problems and a high rate of absenteeism and

tardiness,

I. GRADE/AGE RANGE'
Documentation exists that the FOCUS prograu. is successful,at the seconds.ry
level (7-12) to improve self.- concept, increase academic potential, 8,1e

. improve attendance. It appears this program would have implications_fpr______-
school aged children K-12. The only delimiting fac 1r-would be in the
provision for work /study experiences which would be appropriate only
to the secondary population.

-II. SPECIFIC PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The program cited is developed on the assumption that.Alienated.yoi4th will
not achieve success their social/emotional development, academic porJuits,
and self worth as a contributing member of society.

Specific progfam goals are as follows: (1) to reduce the alienation
improve the self concept of youth (2) to provide yot,41 with inCrvased
access to desirable social roles and (3) to reduce,neg. tive
of youth and direct them from adjudication. Adjudication in this context
Means that which,is legislated by suspensions, dfacinli-a.referral6
entrance into 'the juvenile eourt system.

III. SUPPORTING DATA . ,

It is .generally accepted that poor self-concept,- high AbseAteeism, and.-
disruptive behavior:are-related and contribute-to scatioi-tged-yoUth's
negativism-within hie environment.. It.has generally bee, fourdAnKsrudiee
pertaining .to aelf7contep, teacher expectancy, motivation, attitH,,s that
the adage "suCeess_breeds success" becomes a common t _read in t: attempt

, .to.bring about positive changes. Oneof the foCal pct is of'FOCUs the

ability to bxing about aiPositiveAttitudinal change 13 behaVior el
paripatinkNgtudenis.

/ .



ly. STAFFING (Selection/In-Service) .

A program of this nature will only be as effective as the teachers who

are. successful in dealing with the affective behavior of alienated youth.
Teachers itvolvecLin a-FOCUS prograM are reponsible for interdisciplinary
teaching-aa haveeadept skills not only in the cognitive aspects of teach -
ing but-Also in human relations skills. A large portion of the teacher
responsibility is.counselidg, communicating' in small groups, utilizing
a veriety.of'techniques and approaches, and actingaS a liasion between

the home, sehOol, and community. Inservice and staff development are
essentialTto teacher effectiveness in the FOCUSTrogram.

V. SELECTION OF STUDENTS (Criteria)
q Student participation and selectiOn forthis program are those who are.

determined to be sigifiCantly deficient'inthe basic academic skills
and positive social developme: :. A full assessment criteria is established
to determine the extent of'an.individual student's needs in. the social,

emotional, behaviorial and academic areas.

,VI. CURRICULUM- (Content, Grading Practices)
,The educational model of FOCUS can be considered a mini-school_conceptref
organizetionas well as an alternative education-concept--; The philosophy

of the FOCUS approach isemphasized into seven interrelated components:
caring, the setting-of-eXpectations, structure, individualization,
responsibility,: reinforcement, and evaluation. Programmatic content is
designed in the basic Academic skills of readi4, math, and history; '

Vocational Preparation; and Family Group Concepts lindividual and'small ,

group counseling ?.' Although the thrust of the program'ia individualistic,
alteration of classroom grading is not rewired.

VII. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (Strategies, Activiti,,, Recordkeeping, etc.)
Program management is-an important component in the FOCUS conct,
Maintenance of-accurate educational records, employment records, sod
individual educational plans are the major responsibilities.

VIII. FACILITIU AND EQUIPMENT.
Special equipment to implement a FOCUS concept are not needed. A program,
of this nature would vary in cost depending on the needs, facilities,
materials, and personnel of the- school system. Funds would be required
for inservice training, evaluation, curricular material purchase, and'
classroom modificationas_needed- These costs may be minimal due to
existing FOCUS materials which are available and reproducible...

IX. POUNTIAL PROBLEMS

Faculty endorsement of the program
-- Integration of studenee.into regular ?lasses
-- Lack of 'parent understanding

%udent transportation to job sites
Availability.of job sites
Staff training. (skills acquisition;



X. INVOLVEMENT OF PARENTS, COMMUNITY, OTHERS:
Parent and Community involvement are essential to the overall success
of aFOCUS apftoach. Parents'are involved through Parent/Teacher/Student
meetings, individual conferences, and other informal communications.
Community members are involVed in providing job sites for.students'and
cooperating with prJgram personnel in the evaluation of a student's
progress in ft work experience setting.

XI. SOURCES OF INFORMATION (Main)
1. FOCUS Dissemination Project, .Human Resource Associates, Inc.,

121 East Second §treet,.Hastini, Minnesota 55033 (p.1-24)
2. FOCUS A Successful High School Program for*Dealing With Disaffected

Youth U.S.. Offiee of Educition (National Diffusion Network) Department
of Hea1th, riucation, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

s;)
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Conceptual Framework

`Scipoi aged youth enter the pupliC schools of our nation with a-diversity
.

of socio-economic backgrounds. These differences are on a continuum of those who

are the most affluent tclo those who are least affluent. Typically, the least

affluent' are surpassed by approximately 63% of their peers on nationally starid-

\ ardized achievement tests and they are among the youth who have become alienated

from reaching individual human potentials. The FOCUS concept is a diversified

4
experience directed toward meeting the diversified needs of the school youth

Unable to pert= properly within the traditional classroom setting.
.

O
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Program Description

The Focus model was developed in the RoseVille Area Schools, Roseville,

Minnesota over'a three year`period extending from 1971-1974. This developmental

period was funded through a grant from the Youth/Development/Delinquency

Presention Act.

The FOCUS model uses a mini school approach that operates in cooperation

with and as an extension of existing programs and services by the Roseville

Distriet. pace requirements are dependent on the number of students to be

served.

--CI-asses in the model include English, Social Studies, American History,

Family Group, and Work Experiences for, Senior High School students.

Staff members are selected on a voluntary basis from existing staff to

cover the subject areas noted. Each staff person has the responsibility to be

involved in at least one Family Group.

The FOC4Syrop.ram is different from other mini school concepts dealing

qith alienated youth. The difference centers in the Family Group atmosphere

which attempts to instill in each student a feeling of self worth and hope for

\

the,future. To reach these objectives aff me ers emphasize care, nurturance,

and structure in their approach to students.' Students are confronted with

their unacceptable behavior and,positively reinforced folj acting in socially

acceptable ways.

The overall goals of a FOCUS model is decrease the'incidehceof aliena-

tion among youth. To do tnis the fol.lowing specfice goals and Atectives

attempt to achieve this end.

viz
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I. TO REDUCE THE ALIENATION AND IMPROVE THE SELF CONCEPT OF STUDENTS

A. Tbe.self concept of students
B. Interaction of students with peers, parents, and adults will improve

C. Attitude toward school will improve
D. Attitude of parents will be positive during each school year
E. Involvement of parents and students will increase

II. TO PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH INCREASED ACCESS TO DESIRABLE SOCIAL ROLES

A. Academic Achievement for the group will increase at least one year
B. The number of school drop outs will decrease
C. Parent assessment of child's academic and personal improvement will

be positive
D. Work experience students will result in job placement.

III. TO REDUCE NEGATIVE LABELING OF STUDENTS AND DIVERT THEM FROM ADJUDICATION
0

A. Disci line referrals will decrease
B. SchobI suspensions' will decrease

C. Attendance will improve
D. Tardiness will decrease
E. C 'rt1 referrals will decrease

4
Selection of students for this model was not done on a random_basisj4

Each student chosen for the project population exhibited one or more of the

following

inability to function within the traditional classroom, setting

sufficient potential to benefit from the pro7,ram
academic skill below e'ectancy
recognized as an undel2cHiever
a/Pattern of behavior problems
10:0 absenteeism and teidiness
licking motivation
poor self image
Foa'essful family situation
stility towards adult and authority figures

identification as a drop out
exposure to juvenile court-system

/The, instructional program is designed as an interdisplinary approach which

combines individualized instruction and group work based on the student' -ability

and needs. Since the project students are deficient in academic skills and

posi,ive social development, the emphasis in each:discipline area is focused on

91



generating success in thede specific problem areas. Individual instructional

, systems and peer tutoring are used to meet these needs.

The central core of the FOCUS concept is the Family Group or small grout)

interaction. Each group consists of approximately eight to ten students and

one teacher /advisor who meet together for one class period each day throughout

the schoo'l'year. .

The Family Group process utilizes the.peer group to enhance and encourage

positive social development. Peer group pressure has been found to contribute

the greatest influence on an adolescent's behavior. The Family Group requires

a skillfull teacher/advif.4or to direct the peer group influence to assist students

in dealing with the source of'their alienation and disaffection in school.

Parents and community representation were intricately involved in develop-

ing the FOCUS model as members of an Advisory Board. A salient feature of

this project is the emphasis on parent conferences and parent/school communications.

N^
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FOCUS PROGRAM EFFECTIVENSS
4

The 1973 -74 FOCUS program evaluation results confirm the conclusions

elicited from earlier evaluation data. These conclusions demonstrated an

overall (a) reversal of a past pattern of less than normal academic growth

(b)1.,growth in self concept (c) improved attitude toward schoOf(d) decreas
a

in school disciplinary infractions (e) decrees In adjudication referrals and

(f) parent-perceived improvement and gains for their FOCUS students.

Data pertaining to absences, tardies, and school drop outs appear to

.merit further consideration of how these areas can be improved. It appears:
0

from the available data that the cause - effect relationship of. absenteeism

is little understood with the exception of concluding that poor performance

can be equated to a child's attendance record. Tardies, although to a lesseY\

degree, would also seem to be a measure of poor academic performance. But

FOCUS data indicates that the most tenable conclusiOn is that less than normal

academic performance'can be correlated to those students who are'absent a large

number of .days.
,

The school drop out data from the Rosdville Project has not demonsrated-

a reduction in rate, It was concluded that other fTors besides.a'FOCUS con-

ept may have been needed to deal effectively with this problem.

.A summary of thl evaluation findings of the FOCUS 1Roseville Diiqict)

is attached. For reader information, Ramsey and Kollogg FOCUS refer to

the two school sites in the Roseville Area Schools-where the project is operative.



SUMHARY OF EVALUATION FINDINGS
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ADOPTER INFORMATION-

Potential adopters.o the FOCUS model can obtain information and a variety

of services from the FOCUS DISSEMINATION PROJECT staff. The'FOCUS program has

been identified. as an exemplary project by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel

of.the Education division, HEW and has demonstrated the need 'to meet the needs

of alienate° secondary'aged students. The United states Office of Education

'(Nations? ''''''1,-on'Neti./ork) has allocated `funds to establish'the FOCUS.

DISSEMINAT iROJECT'(FDP) whose goal is to assist other schools to replicate',

this med.41.

FD1' staff will assist in the coordination and adoption and awareness

which include the distribution of information and materials, .visita-

tions to ongoing programs, area workshops and visitations, and follow up visita

tions and consultations at adopter sites. It.is appropriate here to list some

of the materials and services provided by this network.

FOCUS Training: Workshops will be provided to selected adopter sines.

Each workshog is designed to meet the needs of the-staff being trained. The

workshop.is twu to three days in length and approximately slx to eight hour

each day. Content areas_of_the workshop will include:

1. FOCUS Concepts
2. Group Processes

3. Discipline
. 4. Decision-Making

5. Classroom Techniques
6. Evaluation

Materials and Services: The following materials are available -by the

FOCUS staff and available thrOugh the FOCUS Dissemination Project

Human Resources Associates, Inc. 121 East Second Street, Hastings,

Minnegota '55033/.-
Cost

1. fOCUS Booklet _ $ 1.00

2. FOCUS Training Manual ,

3.. FOCUS Curriculum Manual

4



a
Services: The following services'are available through the FOCUS
Dissemination Project Office:

1. FOCUS Awareness Presentations
2. FOCUS Site Visitations
3. ,FOCUS TTaining Workshops
4. Follow up to Adoption Sites
5: Technical Assistance

FOCUS ADOPTERS

If one is interested in other school system efforts to adapt the FOCUS

model the following persons can b9,contacted to provide pertinent information:

1. Drucilla Hite
Vance. Junior High School.
Edgemont Avenue
Bristol, Tennessee 37620
(615) 968-1471

2. *Wilma Yap
THIS PROGRAM
Edgemont Avenue
Bristol, Tennessee 37620 ;

3. Louis T. Anders
Beaufort Public Schools
P. 0, Box 350
Beaufort, South Carolina 29902
(803) 524-2660

4. Lucille Burton
Asheville-Buncombe Cty. Optional School
331 College Street
Asheyille, North Carolina 28801
(704) 252-6909

5. Sue Schillinger, Project Coordinator
FOCUS. Dissemination Project ,

Human Resources Associates, Inc.
121 East Second Street
Hastings, Minnesota 55033
(612) 437-3976



SCHOOLS WITHOUT FAILURE

an 'educational approach, based on
reality - therapy concepts, to reaching negatively-
oriented-children through an eight-step approach
to :discipline.

This program is recommended as an approach.to reducing disruptive awl truant
behavior by a consortium consisting of Virginia School *Divisions, the Virginia
Department of Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

2.
0

Additional information is available through sources listed in the bftliography
attached to this narrative.

Information on the participation of the Virginia Department of Education in the
consortium may be obtained from: -/

Dr. Mary F. Lovern
Supervisor of Pilot Studies
P. 0. Box 6Q
Richmond, VA. 23216

--*"..-

Information on the participation of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory
in the consortium may be obtained from:

Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Thomas P. Ryan
.5 NelsOn Street

RoCkvilleMD... :20850
.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SCHOOLS WITHOUT FAILURE

Without .Failure is an educational approach, using the theoriei of

Reality Therapy, to cu*rrentieducational problems. SWF is a way of reaching

children through a program based on relevancy,. involvement,

and thinking. The process involves the use of class discussion, new approaches

o discipline, homework, grading, and testing.

t

GRADE/AGE :RANGES' The process is adaptibleto all grades,,-but emphasized

Eit.the-elementary ,leVel-:7

II. SPECIFIC. PROGRAM. OBJECTIVES: Increased motivation to doschool work

and reduce undesirable behavior.

III. SUPPORTING DATA; -The Pennsylvania State Department of. Education has

conducted extensive evaluation of the SWF program as carried but in

several schools. Evaluation is cited in a separate section of this

document._

STAFFING ( SELECTION /IN- SERVICE): Extensive in-service of staff is

_required when implementing a.Schoola Without Failure program.. This

appears to be a one-time major investment; however, continual in-

service for new staff members and support and assistance to those

previously trained'is important.

IV.

V. SELECTION OF STUDENTS (CRITERIA): This program involves all students.

There is no need for the development of criteria for. the selcction of

students.

VI. CURRICULUM (CONTENT RADING.PRACTICES): An examination of curriculum

content is important..--,-To-implement-the-SWF tuogram filly requires'

a re-evaluation of grading practices and revision of philosophy.

VII. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT (STRATEGIES, ACTIVITIES, RECORDKEEPPING, ETC.): Very

little prograM management such as recordkeeping.is required; however,

school activities such as class meetings and application of, the 8 steps

to discipline,', as outlined'by William Glasser, are essential to the

success of the program. H

VIII. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT: Special facilities and equipment ate not

needed..

IX. INVOLVEMENTF PARENTS, COMMUNITY, OTHERS: A full understanding of SWF

by parents and communillie



Schools without Failure

INTRODUCTION

The theory on which this approach is based suggests that the success factor

ts_far nOre._significant than the failure factor in developing learning motiva-

tion. The belief that individuals need to be allowed to learn at individualized

rates -of- -speed is-an- essential- part. of the program.

In-service programs for schools implementing Schools Without Failure are
O

available through the Educator Training Center in Los Angeles, California.

Details on cost nay. he obtained by. contacting the Educator Training Center,

2140 West 01 ipic Boulevard, Suits .518, Los Angeles, CA 90006'or by calling

(213) 386-2511.

The folloWing description taken from an article titled "Mr..Glasser's

Gentle Rod," in the September, 1978 issue of American Education presents an

°excellent overview of the SWF program.

"Involvement is a key word. Iniclassrooms where the Glasser

method is usePl, one hears it again and again. Students cause Problems

because they a not involved with'school. Teachers have little control

because they are not involved with students. In, every place where

there were.problems, in lvement appeared to be lacking.

What is most remarkab e about the new discipline is that it

diligently avoids punishmen . Punishment, contends Dr. Glasser, is

better suited-for maintainin order on a battlefield or in a chain
gang-than in a clanitibomr.-- it makes students angry and dejected. It

gives them fuel_ with which to rebel. And most important, by casting

the teacher as almost a minor d ty, a 'decider of fates,' once judge

and jury and jailer, it does ab olutely nothing to teach responsibility

for one's own actioni.

Traditionalists-nay-view discipline witho4.punishment as a blue-

print fOr/clatsrpOM4niichy, but sparing the:rod0100 not necessarily

meanspoilinithe'thiid.. The<Glasser method is by no.meens a.laissez

fatit, "do-your-6On- thing", apProach to discipline. The goal is to

help-kids become-responsible, for theiselves.



The basic outline of that plan for teachers is as follows:

.

Get involved with Students.' This itithe groundwork for all further

progress. Aprerequisitelfor any worthwhile student7teacher ,:iosimunica-

tion is trust. Be.pprsonal. If a child wants to tell how.a cat was
stranded for four hours in a tree Sunday afternoon, take the time
needn't be long).to.listen.

Involvement is the key to the whole thing. This does not mean
compromising iposition of authority. Be a friend.,,not a chUm.

Deal with present behavior.. Before a student can begin to change
a pattern of undesirable conduct, that student.must be aware of what he
of she is doing. The teacher should focus on'behavior, not_feelings.
Say, for example, Totmylids just whacked Mary Ellen with a'ruler.

. Right after the incident, his teacher should ask Tommy what he did- -
not w he did it. Asking students why an incident'occurTed often just
invites a tangle of fingerpointing and accusations.

Concentrating on present behavior slab eliminats dwelling on past
failures. Reminding Tommy thatthis is the ninth tiwa this month he
has whacked :s OU-.4 e with a ruler encourages fatalism. A
sense that b.IP ior cannot 'be chafiled. Bringing up children's past
misbehavior lcea-an intolerable burden on them. Yt's hard enough
coping with ?era problems.

Get the dent to make a value judgment about his or-her own
behavior-. Thrymay take --some ;doing, A teaCher might sit down with a
problem child and ask; Is what'yoti're doing against the rules oflthe
'classroom or the school? The question tends tocut through some of the
confusion and game - playing withwords and thoughts. Or, to the query,

Is what you're doing helping'you? The student's initial response may -
well be, 'Sure. I fell:better afterhitting Mary Ellen. But eventually
most students come to realize that continually getting 111;4/scrap s is
o t' lives at school any easier or happier.

.s,..,

______-______Help_the_studz:t_make-a-plan-to-.-ohange-that-behavio ----The am

should be simple. = e it easy for the child to succee . Take the case.'

of fighting. After di= cussing the problem -.:ith the student, the teacher

may uggest, Why not see if you can-malie It till.. lunchtime without

ifig ting? How does that sound? You try to help kids loop at what they're
d g and make reasonable choices. It's a child and working together
n tead of just the adult handling down decisions.., Part of aneffective

p an includes what the children are willing to do (in addition to what
they will not do) to make things better for themselves and those around
them. It's a positive action .that can 'be reinforced upon completion.

Get the student to make a commitment to change that behavior. 'The
commitment can be as simple as a handshake or verbal agreement or as
elaborate as a written contract. This important-step impresses on the
student the fact that one-is-Captain of one's own ship, responsible for
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one's own actions. Moreover, the children make these commitments to
teachers who care'about them, who are their friends. . It is the

involvement of students with teachers that makes this step effective.

Accept no excuses. If the student fulfills his or her part of the

contract, the teacher rewards or praises accordingly. But if the student

fails, the teacher needn't listen to a long, woef44 excuse -filled. story.

All that is necessary is a simple expression of confidence that the

student can do better next time. As one teacher put it, "You don't say,

You dummy, you failed. You loused it up!' You say, 'Okay, we'll sit

down and make another contract--maybe make. it more manageable.'"

Mete out no punishment. Without resorting to punishment, the teacher -
keeps repeating the process--making contracts and dealing positivIly with

the child until the desired behavioral change occurs.

Never give up. This is.probably the most difficult task for teachers

Change doesn't come easy or suddenly. It takes'time.

Behind, the Glasser approach lies the common-sense notion that disci-

plirie will be less of a problem if students feel school

Some interesting innovations, create this attitu4e.

is a good place to be.

At the beginning of

each school, year, with suggestions from students, teachets,

officials, etch class decides its own code.of rules.

is encouragej and rul,es-are even drawn up for teachers, too.

and school

Student participation

Clabs meetings. are anotherimportant part of the program. Roughly ouce

a week students gather in a circle for discussions. Subjects can be whimsical

(What If One Morning Everyoneaok Up Green?) or serious (How ShoUld Our Parents

Treat Us?) and every student is encouraged to give an opinion,. bearing -.';3n

'mind there are few inherently right or wrong answers.

The Glasser approach, however, may not catch on with every teacher who'

.
.

tries it. Some teachers admit they feel out of control without a punitive

.ar4enal at their disposal. Others say the whole, process of nurturing student'

awareness and planning and making contracts requires a bottomless well of

patience and time.



Harlingen, Texas GreensbCro, tr7th Carolina, are two cities using

the Glasser approach fairl extensively. The EduEator Training Center reports

that in various school systems sing Glasser disCipline methods, suspensions

liAkand vancial have decreased by morel than 40 percent from previous years, and

fighting has decreased anywherefrOm 10 to 90 percent. .Perhaps most signifi-

cantly, 84 percent of the-teachers reported their own morale was better since

,adopting-the dOnpunitive discipline."

V
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V

Evaluation - Schools Without Failure

7

An evaluation of SchoOls WithOut Failure (SWF) program

was carried out during'the program's first year of operation in the New Castle'

Pennsylvania Schbol District. Ten elementary schools were paired on the basis

of size, socio-economic status, and pupils' past achievement. One school of

each pair was randomly assigned to begin teacher training and implementation

of SWF; the other school of each pair became a control school.° Pie- and post-

testing were used to assess pupil achievement and attitudes toward self, school,

and others,:and teachers and parent attitudes toward educational issues.

Instructional sesaion.andrSWF saloolalassroom meeting interactions were
I

a

measured by theExpanded Category System, and the Reciprocal Category System.

°Results indicated that the program had its major impact on teachers. Little

difference existed in the achievement of pupils in SWF and control schools.

, Some positive changes in SWF school primary pupil attitudes toward being in

' school and toward doing difficult school work were found. Also, positive

changes occurred in SWF school intermediate pupil attitudes toward the import-

ance.of doing assignments and- importance of- learning. In SWF schools the

number of pupils referred to principalm for disciplinary reasons was reduced.

o Written questionnaries were completed by the teachers, principals, and

-a
students of thoSe elementarY schOdls participating in the 1970-71 seminars

based on*William Glasser's,concept of"Schools Without Failure. The questionnaires

were designed primarily to determine what changes had occurred since the

seminars began and whether or not the seaools were still following practices

contrary to Glasser's concept. Teachers and principals were asked to indicaite'
o

the changes that had occurred in'greding, testing, grouping, discipline, class-

room meetings, patent conferences, curriculum, and homework. The pupils of



0

teachers who had attended the seminars responded to survey items dealing with/

involvement relevaiiCe, thinking, and responsibility. Responses indicate t a

the seminar program apparently had posiiive effects on students and achers.

Findings reveal that students haVe become more responsible for their ewn

'II

behavior,. and.have_learned to exPeis themselves better and to l ten to and/

respect the opinions of others. Inadatim,communicstionberween teachers,
:.1

has iMprOvedand teachets have become more aware of-students' needs and are

better able to handle their own discipline problems,/

-/
/

O
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TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING (TET)

a process strissineieacher/student communication
in fostering student self direction, responsibility, control,
and evaluation.

4; This program is recommended as an approach to reducing disruptive and truant
behavior by a consortium consisting of.Virginia School Divisions, the Virginia.
Department'of Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

a. .

Additional information on this progPim may be obtained from:

-University of Virginia
Eastern Mennonite College
Charlottesville City Public Schools
Harrisonburg City Public Schools
Lynchburg City. Public Schools
Effectiveness%Training Associates
Pasadena, California'

Information on the participation_of the Virginia Department of Education in
the consortium may beiobtained from:

Dr. Mary F. Lovern
Supervisor of Pilot Studies
P. O. Box 6Q
Richmond, VA. 23216

Information on the; participation the Appalachia Educational Laboratory
in the consortium may be obtainedlrfrom: .

Appalachia Educational Laboratory
Thomas P. Ryan
5 Nelson Street
Rockville, MD. 20650

(
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a EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING (T.E,T.)

.NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION (BRIEF)

I %

Teacher Effectiveness Training (T.E.T.),developed by Dr. Thomas Gordon,is
ir.

a .prOcess which stresses the importance of good teacher /studen communications

for preventing probleks and teaching that irresponsible behaviorsabong.studeits

is not acceptable. T.E.T. is'a good method for broadening teacher/student

communication and helping students. accept responsibility fOr their actions in

fostering self-direction, self,responsibility, self-determination, self-control

and self evaluation.

1. GRADE/AGE RANGE:
By the very nature of a T.E.T. approach it is not to be likited to any-

particular grade level or, age range. Attitudinal and communicative styles
change academic and behaviorial progress on a K-12 basis..

II. SPECIFIC. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES:

The-T;E:T-.:-.-concept -has .demonstrated that it appears to have a positivef

effect on achool'aged youth', parentsi teaChers, and administrators. Developing
effective communication strategies, problem solving techniques, and group
management skills are( the major objectives'oi a T.E.T. approach. 7%;"

A
III. ',SUPPORTING DATA:

Atathe°co're of the T.E.T. conceptis the development'of effective teacher/. -

student coimunication. , Educational literature is replete regarding the harmful
effects of poor, communication skills on student behavior and student aiienation.
This concept assumetthat'communication is the core to positive changes in
student behavior.

STAFFING.(SELECTION/IN-SERVICE):

a

There is no delimitihg :factors $n the,staffing,requitements
By the nature of the commitment which is necessary -to implement this concept,
caution, is necessary against implementation if staff meqlbers. canncit'suOort
the underlying .E.T. assumptions. Continuoua itaff rin-service. is in essential
function of th&concept.



-SELECTION OF STUDENTS (CRITERIA):
-T.g.T. is -a Communication technique that is applicable to all students
and teachers.-

CURRICULUM (CONTENT, GRADING PRACTICES1:
The ImPlementaeion of eT.E.T. concepttdoes not require the attention-

of a pretoribed curriculum or grading practices. T.E.T. focuses on the
development of communication skills, strategies to work effectiyely with groups,
and problem, solving techniques. Special curriculum materials are not needed.

C

VII. ,.PROGEAM MANAGEMENT (STRATEGIES, ACTIVITIES, RECORDKEEPING, ETC.)

4c,

There are no recordkeeping requirements in a T.E.T. model. Program
strategies and actArities are appropriate to develop a teacher's skill in
communication,.groulYmenagement, and'problem solving strategies. If a
district desires to view the accumulated affect of T.E.T. on changes in
student behavior,a system of recordkeeping is advisable.

VIII: :.FACILITTES,ANDEQUIPMENT: , .

Special facilities not needed. in a. T.E.T. program. A school wide.- needed in

for in- service materials and
CcInSultStioitI rOM7Effect)veness ASsociates, 110 South Euclid: Avenue,

.

Pasadena, California 91101.

IX. POTENTIAL. PROBLEMS:
-- Faculty endorseient of the-prograM

Seheduling-0.me for ongoing in-service-training
':-- Lack okteacher:-effiCiency in implementing T.E.T:

Poor communicaiionlikills by individual teachers:
.

INVOLVEMENT'OF PARENTS, COMMUNITY, OTHERS:
It is important to gain,ethe support of parents toward

A

SOURCESOF,INFORMATION (MAIN) -

1. _Gordon, Thomas. Teacher Effectiveness Training:
Effectiveness Training Associates: (110 South
Pasadeni, California 91101)

Gordon; Thomas. Teacher Effectiveness Training.
New York 1974). ,

3. McDaniel, Thomas It.' 'Principles of Classroom Discipline:. Toward a
.e PregmatiC Synthees" The Clearing House. Vol. 51. No 4
December 1977, p. 149L-156...

strategies

a T.E.T. concept.

Teacher Notebook,
Euclid. Avenue,

(Peter H. Wyden:
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INTRODUCTION

New demands are being placed on educators to become more effective amidst

the interface of student disruptiveness, teaching relevant course content, and

societal demands that students with special learning problems be reached and

helped. It is understood that teachers have generally not'accumulated mhe

skills necessary for meeting these increased expectations.

The old authoritarian adult-student relationship which has traditionally

existed in the schools is seemingly under attack by parents, students, and

professional.educators: They are Advocating the development,of more humanistic

teacher-student .relationships in the classroom. Simply maintaining a quiet and
,,.

orderly classroomjs no longer equated With teacher effectiveness.' NeW
.

methods forAealing:with conflicts in the classroom as,well as the development

of human potential are now necessary. The pressure to eduCate the disruptive

student in the bai;ic skills and to prevent increased absenteeism and drop

0

nut rates has also led,tO greater/.demandafot developing.arternatives,

..Numerous sudies'investigaiing:the;reasons why youth become disruptive;

truant, or drop 'outs have ,geneiaily concluded that schOol aged youth become

alienated frad-adtiefiliiliiiheieiii'no-lemOiiOiiii investment or personal-

involvement in the process. The'ie genefailY lack`of self worth and are a

feeling-that'no.',ontreallrcires.,4herefore, assuming these-elements are

lachiwto the:extentneeded, by ulastitoom teichers and studenS,,the neeo

for-effeCtive'doimuhiaation'akille:and a more humane approach can be justified.



Dr.,Thomas Gordon, a psychologist, developed the concept of Teacher

Effectiveness Training (T.E.T.) Th4s program is operative in many states

and school districts throughout the country and is expanding in its use The

enthusiasm upon which T.E.T. is accepted is because of a focus on skills

training, methods of communication, and problem solving strategies. Qualified

instructors trained by Effectiveness Training Associates, Inc., foundedand

operated by Gordon, provide a teacher training course structured to practice

the necessary skills in T.E.T.'-The course itself is designed to span a, -ten

Week period,- for three hour Sessionsand costa will vary ($50 or more)-depend-

ing upon vbetherCollege credit'is available for.the'participants.

The T.E.T. Inservice course focuses upon three bisic,areas: (a) Communica

tions Skills (b),Dev.ciSionMaking,and (c) Cont It is appropri-
, .

___ateLhere talillustrateLbY-Subject-headihg:theOonteeti:Of i6,course., Further
. .

. , - ,

ineoriation maybe obtained on Contacting.: EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING ASSOCIATES,
p'T

INC. Pasadena, California, -any. of the Universities listed on the cover.

?.

, COMMUNICATION SKILLS

ACtive Listening
ReformOlating-Ideas:
ContentCenieredtglassroom Discussions:
PassiVeListening
EffectiVe Confrontation--Sehding "I". Messages

DECISION MAKING.

Periodic Planning Conferences
Active Listening
Clear Sending Messages
Akriving,at Mutual Acceptable Rules and Norms

b



)CONFLICT RESOLUTION

I. Mutual PrOblem Solving With Groups
II. Six Steps to Problem' Solving
III. The Class Meeting
IV. Individual Contracting and Rule Setting

To develop appropriate sk_ils and to understand the T.E.T. approach, the

underlying tenets of this concept appear in detail in Gordon's book, entitled

Teacher Effectiveness Training. The contents of this book are briefly

`'described below:

I. Teacher-Learner Relationships: The Missing Link

This section develops an understanding 6f-the-elements in a teacher-
student relationship andpresents a practical philosophical resolution

permisaiire controversy...

II. A Model for Effective ,Teacher-Student Relationships

This section defines an'acceptable teacher-student ,rllationship and
-develOpa the. rationale' teacher- student relationships, become
effective whenTrieblem resolution and the ownersbip. of problenwis
understood boll: ? .

III. MhatTeachers Can.Do When Students Have Problems

Thia-section explains the core-of T..E.T.,processc Effective
;:Communications.... 7

Two Types of Verbal Commnnication and. Their Effects on Students

This section describes fully the two,,types of-verbal communication .
which an individual must understand"to maintain effective relationships.

INEFFECTIVE EFFECTIVE- ,-- -

ordering giCommanding Directing 1. -S 1 nc ,Passi e Listening

Threatening 2.y Acknowledgement.

ra reaPhiAg 3: 4000r OPener!- .

via 4. ActiveListening, Feedback
sr

et
h:

',Messages-ng

9110
terpretitt

S
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The,,Many. Uses Of Active Listening

This section discusses the use of activ listening in classroom
discussions, handling student resistance, parent conferences, and
student centered discussion groups.

VI. What Ttachers Can Do When Students Give Them Problems

This section, is very important in the T:S.T. model because it
describes in detaif the recommended style of communication from
teacher to student. .

VII. How To Modify The Classroom To Prevent Problems

This section provideSthe teacher with a practiCal and informative
"How to.-.....".:approach,in maximizing effective relationships from a
classroom 'ecologyA!,oint of view.

VIII. Conflict in The'Clatisreom

This section describes the second important component of the T.E.T.
model: Conflict ,. Resolution. Essential to'the T.E.T.STIproach, a
comprehensive,explanation is given of Methods.I,, II,-and III to
deal wit _conflict-resolution:-

t'n

IX. The No-Lose -Method Ofeiesolving Conflict's

This section deicribes the Method III approach (The No-Lose Method
Of Resolving Conflicts),as,the iost,effective in T.E.T. The third
Important component of T.E.T.A.S-also explained in this section:
The Six-Step Problen Solving Process.

Putting The No-Lose Method To Work: Other Uses of "Method III
In SchoOls

, hie iectiowproVides the Important elements Of. the Method III
,approachand proVides the individual` with the p"ra'ctical"How to..
solutiOns intheclassroom.Y:Alte an explanation of the
!keting":jan-element.in the'T.E..T: model) is prZvided along with
recomiended-Otek tosChieve effegtivtmeetings.

When Values Collide-LE-SchoOl
3

This'sectiOnA:dentifies "value collisiOns" (issues invol4ings:
beliefsoyalogs,Hpreferencei, personal tastes, idealS, and convictions)
which Cail:dysfUnctiOnieffedtiVe,c0MmunitStions. The authors provide
spbasistOr-the teacher` theSe



XXI. Making The School A Better Place For Teaching

This section discusses the general characteristics of schools that
cause problems for teachers andkOhat teachers can do to increase their
effectiveness.

XIII, The Parent/Teacher/Student RelatiOnship

ONO

This is a special section that assists the teacher in maintaining
effective relationships_ with parents. It develops a rationale for
teachers tofbeame effective consultants not just with students but
with parents.-

WHAT TEACHERS LEARN IN TEACHER .EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING

A system of classifying how teachers typically talk to children -
therapeutically or noa-tberapeutically.

An-underaianding of the _negative effects, cif non- therapeutic talk' on
children.. ' ' ,

A new skill that will. increase teachers
1

effectiveness, in counseling
'children with'personal problem. -.

Increased effectiveness in conducting counseling sessions with parents'.

.4° es,

Increased Skill in facilitating productive classioomvoup. discussion
on.coutimcontent.4, .

Increased-skill in getting a class to talkabouteand ventilate feelingi
that:impede-learning,

4

An effeoti4eMethod of confronting-students whose behavior is
ihterferingithteather'S job of studeUti learning

A dew method of' handling a.Studente unaccept%ble behlvior
hisself -esteem:yet motivates him-tri change.

that protects

New ideas for modifying the physical 4,;,-ronment of the classroom so
the unacceptable; behaviors of studout..1 less likey to occur..

tunfinethod of resolvingConflict (teacher- Student "or student- student)
_

that- is far more effective than using authority end power yet is not
permissive.

bodOlogyJor4ettiUgatudents in,a'class to pairicipate with the
teacherA40iferiai_41assrOom rules and to be motivated to .follow therules ahey ,sett -



New ideas far- instructions]. techniques that will enrich the learning
experience and help students become more self-directed and productive
learners.

Ideas to:-help teachers work cooperatively to bring about needed changes
in the total-institution that will make their job more effective and
meaningful as weli-ds-increase.itudents'.satisfaction with their
school experience

A new methOd for getting students to set their own educational
objettives in collaboration with teachers so as to-shift, more of the
responsibilitY for measurement of progress to the student

.-A-total system-of-skills and methods 'that-can help teachers make
. school an experiencejn democratic living-,whire teachers and

students can work together with mutual respect for each other's needs.
.

...
..

., .

The skills' o implement, a philosophy ofhuman relationships that will
foster the mental.health of both students and teachers and permit
lxith to grow and actualize themselves..

. =,..

t

EFFECTIVENESS
$

Teacher'EffectiVeness Training concerns principles and;techniques,

Communications and relationships. Training in such a program is, for active

listening,: I-messages, feelings, problem, ownership, and no loss We.,.

"no -lose" rather than The`, questions and difficulties of varue

issues are also-discUssed-. (Gordon, 1970: =Pedrini, et. al. 1976).
.

T

There are instruments available for T.E.T. Research and data are

available but little has been formally published to report the effectiveness

of the model and its prevention and treatment techniques.' In a search of

the. literature, one formal study was., revealed which studied. twenty teacheri

(16 women and lour men) in pre-, post-, and follow up, testing of Teacher

Effectiveness Training (T.E.T.) for active listening. skills and "I" message.

'skills. Descriptive,. correlational, and variance analyses were computed i

,3 .



among ratees (teachers), ratings (inventories), and raters. Results of

this study concluded that Teacher Effectiveness Training resulted in

increased active listening for feelings, both for post- testing and follow-

up testing. Similar positive results, according to the investigators, were

noted for sending "I° messages of feelings. T.E.T. focuses on these and
. .

various otheeforms of communication.

The investigators noted certain concerns in a study of T.E.T. although

teaching and training for specified achievement had taken place. For

example, inventory or repor techniques did not neces ly mean that-teachers

senerally_perfcrm such styles of responses in the classroom.' A cognitive

retponse en.test-ieems doei not 'nedessarily indiCate a'related behavior-.
. --,

response in-the classropp.'tUrther it would be of value

fprmally

(Pe"drine,

report the behavior change of students- .involved

, et.al:, 1976). \:

to investigate and

in this proCess.

Related literature in such areas as teacher communications,,, group

interaction- techniques, grOnfr:proCesset, teacher,stu4ent..ielationshiPs human

relations, IndividnalisedintfruCtion,-interpersonal,:processiroups,:tiins-
... _

actianal_analytis, -self-concept studieti,7motivation, non-verbal communicaL-

tions, teacher7pUpilrelitions, and-therapy groups supports the T.E.T.,

SPProsc

e ultimata conclusion one could readily make relating to T.E.T.

s 'to be understood as a total process

of actionin.huManrrelit'ipnshijot.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATION FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF ATTITUDES (SODA)

a program in which teams of high school students
visit elementary classrooms to help build self-concepts
and clarify values through games, presentations, etc.

'This program is recommended as an approach to reducing disruptive and,truant
behavior by a consortium consisting of Virginia School Divisions, the Virginia
Department of Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

Additional information on this program may be obtained from:

Mr. Ron Hutchinson, Principal
Charlottesville High School
'Melbourne Road
"Charlottesville, VA.' 22903

''jnformatioq on the participation of the Virginia. Department of Education-in
the consortium maybe obtained from:,

F Dr. Mary F. Lovern
Supervisor of Pilot,Studiee
P. O. Box 6Q
Richmond, VA.' 23216

Information on the pariicipation of the Appalachia. Educational Laboratory in
the consortium may be 'obtained from:

Appaladhia Edutational Laboratory'
Thomas P. Ryan, '

5 Nelson Street,
Rockville, MD. ,20850



Student Organization for the Development of Attitudes (SODA)

The SODA program is a mental health program. "SODA" stands for Student

Organization for the Development of Attitudes and is One of several programs

in the nation styled after an experimental Arizona project to combat drug

abuse and to prevent young people from turning to drugs.

The intent of the SODA program is to promote:

1. more humanistic relationship among students and staff
2. more positive inter-and-intrapersonal communication
3. a healthy environment for expressing feelings
4. opportunities for students'and staff to develop more positive

attitudes.

Through the SODA program,' elementary grade studenti play games of life

with high school students. The high school students provide "models" for,

the elementaly students to help them in the difficult process of gxOwing up.

A team of high school students visit an elementary classrooth:on a xegulai

,

,schedule. They attempt to help elementary students build self-concepta

find good things, about each ,child and get them to recognize the many,

Many choices they_make.c. The high achool students ;go into .the. Class-
... . .

rooms, not as teachers, but'as friendi.r 'the SODA teams do not say one thing

and Ao another. They have to be in goOd-shaPe academically, socially,'and

emotionally.

Elementaty students hOre tremendous respect fof'high'school itudents'and,:

in Many cases high ichOol students'are much more influential than teachefs and

parents.

Throtigh4 series of woikshoOsa high school students huild their own

comOirdoitiOn's1414 and:learn howto use values clarification activities

,.. in elementarY,;"claitaiOOma:



The following provides a description of theSODA program in the

Charlottesville Public Schools, Charlottesville, Virginia.

"Can anyonStellme what John's pet is," asked the effervescent

teenager az the front of the classroom. About 25 hands went up in

the Buford 6th grade. Then came the guesses - -a dog..no. A cat...no.

Aterbil.,,wrong again. John:finaily says his4iet is a salamander.

The game-continuestry and guess your fiends' hobbies, favorite

colors anefOods- WhsWs the point of all of this? Well, there are

lots of:thingslyou don't know about your friends and can ask them

about.

,Each week Charlottes,Oille High students in the Student Organiza-
tion for Developing Attitudes (SODA) class go into the classrooms of

elementary and,udddle schools to tell stories, play games and sing

songs.`' The activities all have a theme - -such as friendship. The

program, which is established pationally,_has.proven to be enlightening

to Charlottesville High students, their young friends in the elementary

schools and thechildrents teacherso

According to SODA leachers Mrs. Helen Snook and,Mrs. Kitty
Landess,10DA studenti get regular class,-credit for-the program,
HoWeVef, before last year students participaied'on a complete

volunteer basis Currently 26 students participate. Thi,students,
all junior 'oil seniors.; work in teams -'of two. ,

1g Oe beginhing of-the year,the students study child psychology

- -4nclprinciples of elementary:education, values clarification and

classroom management: Prom special manuals and sometimes their own

idea47ihey SeleCt±activitiesto present' to the youngsters. Each

,
activity planned has a themel,,,Someiimes the students read .stories

Ltp their, classes After thestores;-,they talk about how the story

mIghtrelate.to the children4s.ownqiveS. Some stories. have obvious

morals: Others 'are more subtle. .

.,',The teachers areltt the participating schools-t!-Jackson-Via, Clark

Venable BleMentary SChools-and 6th grade ClasseslatBuford and
Walker.' The students work out a schedule with the teachers., The

tictivitieSperiod'takes about 30 minutes: Before-SODA studenti'
Venture out-into the Schools,. they rehearsetheir'acts on one

. another. They let eadkothericnow,whether they thinkthe,students
will,like-the activity, The;students working with the 6th graders
`figtve'to plinprograms a:little more sophisticated-than:the others

el



The host teachers fill out forms evaluating the SODA studente-
performancesand their own students' respinses. Having the SODA
students:there affords teachers theopOortunity to really observe
their studentS. Mrs..Landess and-Mis. Snook also visit the schools

. to seehow their studentSrare-dOing.

Fridays are reserved for feedback. The SODA students tell each
other how their activities went, what was a success...what wasn't.

What sort of problems do the students have? Well, sometimes they
get nervous about being in front of.a large clasiroom, but that's

,

where rehearsing beforehand really helps out.

Keeping ordere even with the regular teachers present, tan be a
real problem. The students have found that non-verbal techniques

-often work best, such as holding up two fingers indicating 'Keep the
noise down.'

Sometimes well planned attivities go slightly astray.

"Oncewewere doing.a story about'little 'fuzzy creatures, and
thought it would add:a lot to bring toy 'fuziies' to class, but tl
kids got so interested in. the toys they quit paying attention to
the story," said Susan Bradbeer, a SODA student.

Once Vickie Vest saw one of her "students" take an item in the ._.-.

store sheworks at.
. ,

.

, ,"The next time I was at the school, I told a lesson about. honesty
and how it wasn't right tcy.steal. J hope it made a difference"-she
said.. 0 ,

.

The- Charlottesville High students are gathering valuaile.eXperience
.

ihey.may use .4.h careerilm edutation, counseling,,aocial work and
psychology. ' Some:, like Carie:Wilson,,are,finding.4he experience not
.unlike'Workingith their own-brOthers and sisters:

.. f ,

asThe'ChsrlOttesville'students also serve "rolemodels''.,for
lookthe' Ybung.er stUdents.someone:to:look up toand emulate. So the

SODAzstudentErkrealMay6 tonScious"pf their actions inthe plasiroOm.
They dOn't.chew gUilaylVtertainiy.domq smoke. Althoughjeans. are ,1

,:. acceptable: ttireethey db,try'andattain a'neat appearance: At the
beginning of the4ear,i:ChOrlOttesville High had a Grit Day.;.'students_ _ .

..: werealldwed:t6 wearallkindS:Ofnutrageous cuStomes,-; Grit:day
.

fell onthe'day SODA-studenf-s were to visit their:elementary:schools.,,,



r ' . , .,
,

. '','' "Oui..studentslare really woiried about,this. They Wondered

'whailtinC:of.an iMpreelionthe student's-Would get," said Mrs. Shook.

ExplAnatiOns,wereMade beforehand tO',the young studentavteacheri.
,

1 - A

SODAhas'beOomeone of the most 'popular at Charlottesville

HiShThe teache;3"iy..theY.currently have More,applications for the

Oasis than they:pie admit. The piogram offes the students the opflov!

tuatY to learn abOUe'ethers and themselves, and according.to the SODA
stedinii, irea just plain fun:

O

O

O



TEACHING. NDIVIDUALS PROTECTIVE STRATEGIES (TIPS)

a series of mini- courses designed to supplement standard
curriculum in dealing with crime- related problems.

This progrnm-is-recommended-as-arapproach.to reducing disruptiVe and truant
behavior by a consortium consisting of Virginia School Divisions, the Virginia
Department of Education, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

Additional information on this program may be obtained from:

Mk. Scott Hamrick
Supervisor - TIPS Program
Charlottesville City Schools
1562 Dairy Road
Charlottesville, VA. 22903

Information on.the participation of the Virginia Department of Education in
the consortium may be obtained frOM:

Dr. Mary F. Lovern
Supervisor. of Pilot Studies
P. O. ,BOX 6Q'

Richmond, VA. 23216

Information on the participation of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory
in Ole consortium may be obtained from

Appalachia .Educational Laboratory
Thomis F. Ryan.
5jielSon Street
Rockville,'MD. 10850



a

Teaching Individuals Protective Stragegies
(TIPS)

lheTIPSRrogramis aimed it dealing with the_crime problem through

two components. These two components are the school and the community.

The vials theX=12-5thool7component-are:- (1)- to promote-positive------

pattetns:through examination of conflict, authority, rules and
attitudinal:

laws, (2) tOptoziote tesponarblehehaviorlat home, at school and in the

community by analyzing-the consequences of positive and negativeactions,

and (3) to foster a sense ''of responsibilit as a contributing member of

societT.through 'analysis of rights and responsibilities.

Because,:atudentsAiave.not had an opportunity to formally and consistently

'llaillyzetheConceptiTv,oU conflict, authority, rules and laws,'their attitudes, .

tend tO:hecOie mor*,negative. Negative attitudes promote unacceptable behavior

By examiningHtheHconaeptsin a cone:Latent and continuous manner coupled with

an examinatiOnOf their own values and beliefs, students are likely to develop

more poaitiveAattitudea.

All-behavior brings consequences. The TIPS program leads students

thfough a carefully directed examination of the likely results when certain

behaviors are aXhibited.And a study of behavior that will likely keduCe the

chances of One,beinglactimized.

TheiabOVe threi:joiliata.applie&to all'grade levelikindergarten

through grade twelve Theipurpose of common grade'level goals is to promote

tonsiStOnCY7*h&O.Ontinulty'thtOughout the student's school life. In doing



-so, strategies which lead to goal, attainment are different at each grade level:

101'
y .,

The strategies have been designed with age and grade level consideration.

'I
A spiral concept'is applied at the elementary level while particular

goals are emphasized each year at the middle grades.

The high school program consists of a series of mini type courses.

Each mini-course is designed to be used in a supplementary manner with existing

courses.

The maximum thrust is attained by teacher direction. Except for student

worksheets which may be duplicated, no student material is necessary.

Appropriate grade-level booklets for 'the teacher are all that will be required.

Little preparatioh time isfrequired since lesson plans are specific and
. .

complete. HoweVer, for maximum effectivenesS the teacher must use self-

creativity and judgment and be directly involved in each class. presentation.

Teachers can be flexible in the amount of time for successful implements-
.

tion. Eighteen to twenty-fiVe class presentations seem.to be about the average.

time spent during the field test operation. The :choice is available as to how

often to present lessons. During the field testing of the program lessons

were taught anywhere: from daily to once a week. Somewhere in between appears

to suit most teachers:.

The programjhas,been field-testedat each grade level as a supplement

ta,an-exiatingtourie.lushally social studies), In'aninterdfatiplinaryaianner,.

and as,A Mihi-OhUrse.,



Mini - packets, -have been developed around topics such. as:

Advertising
Careers,in Law-Related Fields

Cheating
Conflict-

Contract,
Criminal Justice System and the Rights of Victims

13/1146, Alcohol,
and Tobacco

Equilii4nyment
Hume Protection
Moral D,ecisionklaking

Peer Pressure
Rules, Lams, and Authniity
Vandal.=
Psycholoiy of Violence

An evaluation' of the program reveals that parents, teachers, and students

view the program in a-very: positive/manner and feel that the project has, in

41i0aiti4a*ay directly inflUenCed the truant and disruptive behavior of

many youngSters.

'The programelialuatiOn design was developed by the Evaluation Reseirch

Zenter at:the University of Virginia and the Divisionjof program Development,

Virginia State Department of Education.

CurriCO:umguides have been developed and produced by .a team of educators

-froth the-CharlotteavillaCity and Albemarle County. School Systems. The

project is federally funded and adtinistered through, the Virginia State

DepartMent of,EduCition..

Details related to services and costs may be obtained by contacting

Mr. Scott Hamrick Snpervisor-TIPS Program, Charlottesville City Schools,

1562,DairY:Road Charlotteaville, Virginia, 22903.

..



'a :growth-through-Adventure
prograM,. sharing the'philosophY oft
Outwaround, which features rigorous,
Challenging outdoor activitiesin'five,
areas.

. This program is recommended as an' approach to reducing disruptive and .truant
behaVior by a consortium consisting of Virginia School Divisions, the:
'Virginia Department of EduCation, and The Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

Additional information on this program may be obtained from:

Discovery, Inc.
316 A Victoria Drive
Herndon, VA. 22070

\

Information on the participation of the Virginia Department of Education
in the consortium may be obtained from

Dr. Mary F. Loyern
Supervisor eePifot Studies
P. O. Box 6Q
Richmond, VA. 23216

Information on the participation of the Appalachia Educational Laboratory
in' the consortium'may be obtained from:

'Appalachia Educational Laboratory
.Thoniiii'1,.::RYan

elsonStreet .

'2085,0



'DISCOVERY (Personal Growth Through Safe Adventure)

DISCOVERY, Inc., anon profit, tax exempt, experiential education f.

institution, adheres closely to the philosophy of the widely recognized

Outward Bound a proponent of adventure-based affective education'programs.

DiscOVery programs are designed to provide an opportunity for ''Personil

:Growth'IhrOughSafe Adventure". .by taking pari in regorous4 psychologically

L and physically challenging activities outdoors. Participants gain a deeper

Understanding and appreciation of themselves, peeks and adults, and the

environment.

DISCOVERY is particularly effective in developing an acceptable self-

image, the lack of which is a common source of behavorial and adjustment

probleme. 41Provement:in self-reSpect often results from doing well7something

which one perceives as dirficult or dangerous.

The DISCOVERY. program has been in operation since 1973 and has proved

its effectiveness with school aged children aged 8 to adulthood. The

activities include short courses or experiences in:

Mountaineering'
Ropes and initiatives
Canoeing
Orienteering
Spelunking

This experiences are designed to build both individual self confidence and

group interdependence.
o



DISCOVERY's ability to develop a specific prograM to assist another
;

institution to accomplish its own objectives within its own-parameters in

_Unique. The Madeira' School in Northern. Virginia maintains one.of the most

comprehensive
1

outdoor experiential programs in the country. The prOgram is

accomplished 'by the DISCOVERY. staff who provides one interested 2..n this .

approach with the necessary training top) implement the philosophy of

the DISCOVERY approach (2) design skill courses, and (3) become ;proficient

enough to assist others.

A comprehensive utilization of the DISCOVERY approach can Vo found in

the Montgomery County Public Schools; Montgothery County, Maryland

Kingsley Wilderness Project

This project is a. cooperative effort of the MOntgomery County Public

School's and two social service agencies. It is designed to provide program

Alternatives for studente who-have 'had contact with juvenile courts. The

projects combines Study activities, with physicalWork activities or trail-

building and-campsite development. Counaeling for students and parents is

an,integral part of the project. Staff provided for this pi:gram are

1 Director, 2 Teachers, and 3 Aides.

AMEST Alternative Project

orm.erlyknewn.:isihe:LOng. Branch Alternative Program, the KWEST,

proiegt 1 ier10s, unioriLhighichOO1 .age&-Studeats who are:experiencing serious

school' adjustment.problems. These :stUdenis :attend school-for three Class

periods; in .the ,,tetiorttb_i the project.CenteOr]the-remairider o'



T

:the school day, The instructional program includes arts and crafts, physical .

bOidOer actiVitiesi-lInd activities in coping behavior. Staff provided are

A.COordinator a Teacher-, and an Aide.
. ,

AREA:1 Alternative Program

approximately 25 junior and'senior high studeAts

ollroniChistoiy of absenteeism. Program components include

sftuCturalhoMan ielatiOnaeXperiences, individualiZed academic study, and
...

structuretiOuidoOirecreationai,eXperiences Staff provided for this prOgram

Are-2 Teachers and2'Aides.

This; rogram is designed to.provide challenging experiences for senior

high atudentS in grades 10-12.who are experiencing school adjustment problems

or who are unmotivated and/orunihallenged by the regular.sOhool. program.

StudentapArtiCipate in 'structured affective experiences and the project

atudenti also serve as student assiatantS to.teachers for-elementary school

aged.thildren.: Staff prOvided are .2 Teachers and_l Aide.

An evaluation of. the DISCOVERY philosophy when implemented by adopters
o

have itated7that.the activities and structured program deSign develops

-Increased self:oonfiden0e;-self reliance, trust, and acceptance, and a, sense

of group:.interdependence,

For an individUa4institUtiOn or organization. interested in adopting

a DISCOVERY appioach training is provided by the DISCOVERY, Inc., staff.

,DISCOVERY staff are carefully selected, trained, ga expeiienced in the:use

aheffectiVe educational . process:; Information related to

6 \



`training, financial requirements may be obtained by contacting: DISCOVERY,

! Inc., 316 A Victoria.Drive,cHerndop,'Virginia 22070.


